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Tennis news

Stocking ,stuffers
Racers outlast Falcons

Bennie Purcell picked
as region representative

in overtime contest

See page 14

See page 14
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—News In Brief
Relatives weep with Reagan
in somber memorial service
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP) — Tracey Walker, who was
engaged to be married to one of the soldiers killed aboard a downed jetliner last week, wept openly as President Reagan approached her during a memorial service.
Her fiancee, Spec. 4 Jeff S. Kee, was carrying home a diamond
ring for Miss Hopkins that went down in the crash of a chartered
Arrow Air DC-8 with Kee and 247 other Fort Campbell soldiers
last Thursday in Gander, Newfoundland.
The Hopkinsville 18-year-old, wearing a black plaid jumper,
clung to the president as he spoke to her and continued to weep as
he and Nancy Reagan continued to greet more than 300 other
relatives and friends of the dead soldiers.
At the service Monday in a bunting-festooned hangar at Fort
Campbell, Reagan stayed a half-hour longer than his scheduled
hour visit so he could personally offer solace to each of the mourning families.
A Sh1.3i1. girl.dllesSeit la..a _bright red coat_ and black patent
leather shoes chitched a teddy bear as she stared at the televIsioh
cameras focusing on her wide-eyed gaze., When Reagan approached, she leaned back and began to wail.
The soldiers of the 101st Airborne Di.vision had been returning
home on regular rotation from the Middle East where they served on a multinational peacekeeping force in the Sinai.
Reagan, surrounded by soldiers holding multicolored unit
flags, stood before a nearly 40-foot-high banner portraying the
symbol of the "Screaming Eagle" division, and offered his
condolences
You -do not grieve alone," he said. "We grieve as a nation,
together, as together we say goodbye to those who died in the service of their country."
The division's band played slow, solemn tunes as the Reagans
spoke to the families.
The president embraced small children and hugged weeping
wives and mothers. Mrs. Reagan clutched a white handkerchief
and frequently dabbed at her eyes.
Venita King, whose husband, Capt_ Robert M. King, was killed
in the crash said Reagan "extended his condolences and we exchanged cordialities."
Her Viz-year-old son was by her side but "he is not aware of
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Mob boss gunned down in the street
YORK AP — The daring rush-hour street shooting of
the reputed boss of the nation's
most powerful crime family and
his bodyguard could "determine
the future or organized crime in
this country" and touch off a
battle for control within the
Matia, authorities said.
Paul Castellano. the reputed
mob boss, and Thomas Bilotti, a
reputed captain in the Gambino
crime family, were shot in the
head and body by three men who
walked up to their car, pulled
semiautomatic weapons from

under trenchcoats and opened
fire, said Chief of Detectives
Richard Nicastro.
trenchcoats and opened fire,
said Chief of Detectives Richard
Nicastro.
Both died where they fell Monday evening, lying face-up in
pools of blood within feet of the
black Lincoln sedan Bilotti had
driven.
"It could be the beginning of a
crime war. But only time will
tell that," said FBI organized
crime expert Thomas Sheer.
"This undoubtedly will trigger

some sort of reaction. It's a part
of the changing of the guard
that•s been going on for the last
25 years."
Castellano. 73, and Bilotti, 45.
were walking from the car when
they were shot outside Spark. a
midtown steak house, Nicastro
said.
The gunmen ran into the rushhour crowd after the 5:26 p.m.
shooting just blocks from Grand
Central Terminal and drove off
in a car parked a block away,
said Nicastro. The street was littered with shell cases. No

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press
WASHINGTON — President Reagan has breathed new life into
his effort to overhaul the income tax system, persuading nearly
one-third of the members of his party to support a Democratic
bill that they find objectionable.
• WASHINGTON — Much of the federal government is running
on empty as Congress rushes to restore the flow of money with an
omnibus spending bill and then adjourn for the year.
GANDER. Newfoundland — It may be a year or more befpre
-Canadian officials are able to decide what caused the DC-8 crash
that left 256 U.S. servicemen and crew dead, the—chief investigator said.
BUDAPEST.Hungary — Secretary of State George P. Shultz is
heading for Yugoslavia, the final destination of an East European tour, where he is expected to strengthen U.S; economic ties
with the non-aligned communist nation.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration has informed
Syria that installing near the Lebanese border missiles capable
of reaching deep into Israeli airspace poses new dangers in an
already volatile Middle East, U.S. officials say.
GLEN WOOD SPRINGS, Colo. — A propane tank explosion
touched off by a welding torch leveled a two-story gas company
office and repair garage, killing 11 people, injuring 15 and leaving
two others missing, authorities said.
WASHINGTON — Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldrige
says the Reagan administration remains firm against what he
claims is heavy pressure from Japan to drop an unfair trading
complaint against low-cost Japanese computer chips.
WASHINGTON — It took less than an hour last September for a
jury in Marion. Ark. to decide that a teen-ager should die for killing two elderly women and a 12-year-old boy. Ronald Ward, 15. is
one of 36 inmates in U.S. prisons facing death for crimes they
committed while under the age of 18.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — The launching of Columbia was
postponed 24 hours after the countdown team fell far behind today in readying the flagship of the fleet for its first flight in more
than two years.

WW 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours
6 a.m. 5
p.m. Monday thru Friday,
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.
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Crash victim's
mother files
1st suit against
Arrow Airlines
in death of son

OAK GROVE. Ky. (AP) —
The first lawsuit to be filed in the
wake of the crash of a jetliner
carrying 248 military personnel
is asking Arrow ,Air for $5
million in punitive damages.
Attorney W. Howell Hopson
representing the family of
Sgt. Paul Hemingway. said
Hemingway's mother. Frances
Joseph of Staten Island, N.Y., is
also asking for general damages
in excess of $10.000.
In addition. celebrated San
Francisco attorney Melvin Belli
has agreed to participate in the

lawsuit filed Monday in federal
district court in Paducah. Hop,
son said at a news conference.
The soldiers, all members of
the 101st Airborne Division.
were headed for Fort Campbell
after completing a peacekeeping mission in the Middle East.
Hopsop said he is confident he
has a case against Arrow Air
because of the airline's safety
record
The suit alleges
negligence on the part of Arrow
Air, based in Miami.
"I don't think ther.'s much
doubt the airline is at fault:, he
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Subscribers who have not
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weapons were recovered
"What we have here ;was tha
assassination or the head of th.
largest
u' ii powerful
organized r•Lrne tamily in thc
United Si,'
.-qleer said
Arthur' Brill spokesman for
the President
'or-in-mitre or
Organized Crime, said
"Whoever authorized the Mt
whoever takes his place, could
very well determine the future
of organized crime in th,is
country."
•

Murray Electri(. System linemen Kim Grogan, Mike Wilson, line
foreman James Walker and truck operator Nelson Garland plant
a new set of electric poles along Glendale Road Monday afternoon to get ready for the upcoming widening and extension of the
road to Kentucky 121. Above. Grogan and Wilson install hardware on a pole. In the photo below, Wilson secures part of a pole's
copper grounding system to help prevent damage from lightning,

(Cont'd on page 2)
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Chamber discusses state's
support of higher education
Partly cloudy tonight with a
low in the teens. Northwest
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Mostly cloudy Wednesday
with a chance of flurries.
High 20 to 25. North winds 5 to
10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for a chance of flurries
each day.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354 5
Barkley Lake"
354 3

By LAURIE ma- mil:v
Staff Writer
Sid Easley, president of the
Murray Calloway Chamber of
Commerce, informed the board
Monday that nationally. Kentucky ranks as the state having
the greatest need for higher
education.
Easley said that each
chamber of commerce president
in a town with a university was
invited to a meeting with the
• Kentucky Advocates for-Higher
Education The purpose of the
meeting was to inform each
chamber. president about the
status of higher education in
Kenlucky Easley said that the
presIdents were then to go back

and inform the people in their
area of the problems in higher
edkcation.
Easley distributed information to the chamber members
that had Kentucky ranked nationally in five different areas
1 Percent of population ages
25. with one or more years of
college — Kentucky ranks 49th.
2. Percent of pojpulation ages
18-34 enrolled in higher education — Kentucky ranks 4th
3 Per capita income- — Kentucky ranks 42nd.
4 Percent population above the
poverty level — Kentucky ranks45th
('ont'd on pag-e .1)
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Sweater and Pants
From the ENTIRE STORE
*Includes Men's, Women's, Boy's, Girl's and Infants . .
•Includes all sweaters, slacks, dress pants and jeans
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We're‘Open Extra Hours for You!
Sunday: 12:30 to 9:00 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday: 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

50% off
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•Includes figurines, decorative plates and candlesticks

All 14K Gold Jewelry

•Includes Add-a-beads and chains
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*Includes Stafford, , Woodmere. & Austin Manor.

25% off
All Better Watches

•Includes Seiko. , Citizen. , Pulsar. and Caravelle-
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•Includes Men's, Women's & children's
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garrott's galley

Governor and staff
commended, Toyota

by m.c. garrott

Two unusual experiences this Christmas
making the season especially memorable

Within the past few days,
ministrative assistant. We work- junket to Japan
"Why , that sneaky, little soand his "talks"
Cathryn and I have been
ed closely with Mary Michael
with the Toyota people having
an-so!" I almost exclaimed
privileged to enjoy a couple of
during the governor's primary
Kentucky Governor Martha than in Kentucky. We support
very much to do with it.
aloud there in the darkness. I
most enjoyable and memorable
and general election campaigns
Layne Collins and all those in- the governor in this statement.
It was a carefully orcouldn't believe it.
Christmas experiences.
a little more than two years ago. chestrat
volved with securing the conFrom Toyota City in Nagoya,
The senator, however, hasn't
ed team effort on the
First, we were in Louisville
With another meeting of the
struction of an $800 million Japan. to Frankfort, to
part of Governor Collins and her
fooled anyone. That little
last Wednesday night in time to
Japanese auto manufacturing Georgetown and Scott County. a
Legislature just over the hill, staff that made
unhanded trick is not going to be
the sale. There's
see another performance of they are all tremendously busy
plant in Georgetown should be spirit of cooperation and deterno question about that. It is a
as easily forgotten as he thinks it
"The Living Christmas Tree" at
highly commended.
getting ready for that on top of
mination to overcome whatever
crying shame that the junior
will.
Walnut Street Baptist, where all the Toyota-coming-to Toyota Motors has announced problems arose has characterizsenator's sudden bleating forth
daughter Kay and her family
Kentucky excitement of the past
that the plant will employ up to ed the efforts of all parties to
If the senator actually
the news deliberately ruined a
attend.
several weeks.
believes that his one trip to
3,000 workers. In addition to assure the construction of this
big, planned announcement oc• • •
This was the second time
Japan and his "talks" with the
these employees, thousands of tremendous project.
casion in Lexington on Wedneswe've seen the Christmas specother Kentuckians will find work
She may have been seething
Toyota
people really led them to
Collins said that around the
day, the day the Toyota people
tacle, and our only wish is that inside over Snitchy Mitch Mcin new factories built to supply world people know Toyotalocate their plant in Kentucky,
had asked that the news be ofevery one in Murray and
parts and materials for the Japan. and they know ToyotaConnell's breach of etiquette in
let's set him up an office over
ficially released.
Calloway County could see it.
200.000 mid-size cars Toyota USA. Soon they will know
prematurely announcing a week
there so he can talk to a lot of the
• • •
plans to produce annually in Toyota-Kentucky.
Japanese industrialists.
The "tree" is 40 feet high, and ago Monday night the Toyota
Let's all
I was awake at 3 a.m. last
Georgetown.
the choir members, each in a decision to build a plant in Kenjoin together in welcoming this
Tuesday morning, and, as I
Who knows? we just might
Toyota is the fifth Japanese leading automobile company to
white shirt or blouse with a red tucky, but the governor didn't
often do, had my earphones on
have
new Japanese plants all
company to locate in Kentucky the Commonwealth and work
show
it.
To the contrary, I have
bow tie, file in through narrow
and was listening to my favorite
over Kentucky — if that's all it
this year. The Toyota plant together to guarantee their sucwalkways on graduated levels a feeling she is getting a lot of
radio news station at that ungodtakes.
represents the single largest in- cess with the Kentucky
until only the one singer is at the satisfaction out of the backlash
ly hour. WBBM in Chicago,
That little ill-advised strategy
itial investment made in the workforce.
the senator is getting as a result.
top just beneath a huge star.
when news of McConnell's postjewel
wasn't something in which
United States by a Japenese
We
all know who sold the
Dense greeneryis arranged in
Kentucky couldn't ask for a
dinner-meeting announcement
the junior senator can take
firm.
front of each tier of singers, Toyota people on building that
more solid addition to its
that Toyota was coming to Kenpride, believe me. Time will tell
Collins says Kentucky is on economic foundation.
coming up chest-high on them $500 million plant in Scott Countucky came over the CBS news
what it could also have done to
the move, and with new inWith this addition Kentucky' and gaily decorated with all ty, and I don't see McConnell's
break.
both his image and his future.
dustrial additions as this, we will assuredly be on the move in
kinds of, lights, packages and
certainly are.
enlarged Christmas ornaments.
industry, eduction and economic
Special lighting effects
The Toyota plant will mean development.
new and better jobs for the peoTogether Toyota and Ken-m• perodically and instantly
changes the tree into different
ple of our state. Collins told tucky can look forward to a
WASHINGTON (AP) — The James Abdnor in the Republi
numbers in 1986 — they must dean
colors — red, blue and white —
Toyota officials they wouldn't bright and rewarding future
field is shaking down in next primary, a battle that could
fend 22 seats, compared to 12 by
split
as the choir performs. At times
find any harder working people together.
year's battle for control of the the GOP and benefit Democra
the Democrats.
tic
the bands of lights seem to race
Senate. The decisions by Rep. Tom Daschle.
up and down the tree, changing
But Thornbugh's decision not
Democrats Geraldine Ferraro
"Gov. Thornburgh's decision
colors all the time. It's really
to
wage a bloody primary fight
and Byron Dorgan and
— together with Geraldine Fersomething, and the Walnut
against Republican Sen. Arlen
Republican Richard Thorn- raro's withdrawal from
the'New
Street "tree" is rapidly becomSpecter was how you spell relief
burgh to pass up Senate races York Senate race ...
virtually
r)iNht S/nchcals
ing a Louisville Christmas
for party strategists trying to
look like pluses for the GOP ef- gurantees continued Republi
can
:
s
tradition.
figure out how to prevent the
fort to retain its shaky majority. control of the U.S. Senate
in
• • •
Democrats from picking up the
And the pending announce- 1986," said Sen. John Heinz,
RBy Ken Wolf
We saw it the first year it was
four Senate seats they need to
ment from Sen. Gary Hart Pa., chairman of the
Senate
Harper's magazine recently
performed four years ago, and it
regain the majority they'd held
seems likely to give further en- GOP campaign committ
ee,
imreported a significant finding of
has come a long way since then.
for
26 years, until the 1980
couragement to the GOP.
mediately after Thornburgh's
• the Educational Testing Service
At that time, they only staged
Republican landslide.
About the only good news due announcement.
• ( the people who bring you the
two performances. This year,
for the Democrats in the coming
Heinz got more good news the
The betting in South Dakota is
ACT exam I. Forty percent of
though to meet public demand,
weeks would be the anticipated
next day from Dorgan but the
that
Janklow, something of a
American high school seniors
they put it on 16 times.
announcement that Gov. GOP senator still may prove
maverick, will challenge Abdidentified Israel as an Arab
'These begin Friday. Dec. 6
William Janklow of South overly optimistic.
The
nor despite attempts by Heinz to
nation.
with a single performance. They
Dakota will challenge Sen. Republicans still face tough
discourage him.
President Reagan recently proended this past Sunday evening
posed large-scale student exwith the third performance of
changes between the United
the day. One had beengiven at 3
States and the USSR. Maybe we
p.m.. another at 5:30 p.m. and
ought to have massive student exthe closing one at 8 p.m. Three
changes between the USA and
also had been given the day
Middle Eastern countries.
before.
CHAPTER SEVEN
If he called for something like
This year's performance was
By Robert J. Boyle
a "National Defense Ignorance
•frititled. — The Gifts of
Early the next niorning, JuniperEradication Program" NDI inChristmas," with 11 selections
perper and Jinkersnipes arose bestead of SDI p, Congress would
by the towering choir as well as
fore dawn to get ready for their first
probably appropriate the money.
excerpts from the musical
appearance before the UN.
drama. "The Great Late
They had a breakfast of sausage,
Potentate."
pancakes, orange juice and toast.
This year, they gave away
"This is good but not as good as the
Ten years ago
breakfasts Mrs. Claus makes," Juni25,000 tickets to the "tree" on a
Schools will close Dec. 17 and
Murray High School Band
perperper said.
"first-come, first-served"
Calloway County Schools will
Director Joe Sills has been
"Certainly
not,"
replied
close Dec. 22 for the Christmas seating basis for any perforJinkersnipes."She is the best cook in
selected as a delegate to North
mance. They had a full house for
holidays. All classes will resume
the world."
American Band Directors Coorevery performance.
Jan. 3.
At $ o'clock, the elves took a taxi
dinating Council which is
The best I could count from
Boy Scout Troop 45 had a
to the UN building.
meeting in Chicago. Ill., today.
our seats almost directly in front
Court of Honor on Dec. 14 at
"Boy, it is big," Jinkersnipes said.
Joy Kelso. Eighth Grade stuof the "tree." there were 114
First Methodist Church. Don
"I could get lost in that."
dent at Southwest Calloway
choir members in its branches.
Burchfield is scoutmaster.
U.B. Fruitful and D. Lightful
Elementary School, was
The performance we saw also
Murray High beat
Wynter were at the door to greet
Calloway County winner in 1975
was video taped by a crew from
Hopkinsville and Trigg County
them.
Conservation Poster Contest,
WHAS-TV studios for area showbeat Sedalia in opening round of
"Welcome," they said. "We're just
according to Albert Wilson.
ings later over Louisville televiabout ready to start."
Calloway County High School
chairman of Calloway County
sion stations and the Baptist
The two were led into the General
Christmas Basketball TournaConservation District. She is the
Assembly room.
ment. High scorers were Steve . television network.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
• • •
"Wow. I'm scared,"Juniperperper
Doran for Murray. Walker and
Kelso.
said.
I am told that they have a
Lemwail for Hopkinsville.
"That makes two of us,"
Richard Smotherman, Brad
similar "tree" at the Bellevue
Towler for Trigg and Boaz for
Jinkersnipes replied.
Miller, John Paschall, Kevin
Baptist Church in Memphis, and
Sedalia.
The head of the UN, Dag Whood,
Calvin. Kelly Calvin. David
Evel Whone stood up shouting. "I obiect!"
that it also is almost impossible
Thirty years ago
called
the meeting to order and beRandolph, Rachel Lamb,
A large crowd, estimated at to get tickets to it. Mark Vinson,
gan to read the charges against
When the little mad elf was seated
"Ah, well, I, yes," Herr Humbugg
Shelley Howell, Sheri Swift. Jan
between 12.000 to 14.000 persons, son of C.D. and Betty Vinson out
Santa.
replied.
was
he
asked,
"Did
you
emfor
apply
Washer, Donna Coles and
viewed the largest Christmas in Gatesborough, is a member of
"It is charged," he read, "that ployment at the North Pole?"
Evel Whone stood up shouting. "I
Cheryl Dick were winners in
Parade believed to have been the Bellevue choir,'which, this
Santa Claus did with a foreknowl"I did and Santa wouldn't hire object. I object. The only way Santa
Murray Optimist Club's Pass.
year, is using "The Messiah" as
staged in Murray last night.
edge commit the following offenses: me," he replied. "Just because my would know that Herr Humbugg
Shoot and Drivvle Contest held
W.L. Parr of Mayfield spoke its Christmas music.
"One. He used eavesdropping name began with an H instead of said bad words would be by using ilDec. 13 at Murray High School.
If, however, you get a chance
on "Development of Rural
methods to spy on boys and girls a J."
legal spying equipment."
Tony Boone of Murray High
without due process.
Telephone Service in Calloway to see either of these Christmas
"I object, I object,"Juniperperper "Your honor," Juniperperper reSchool has been named to All"Two. He discriminated against said. "He wasn't hired because he plied. "Santa is exempt from restricCounty" at a meeting of Murray traditions, let me suggest you do
State Second Team by
other human beings by only employ- was a bad elf who put salt in lolli- tions because he must know which
Rotary Club held at Murray so. It'll be a Christmas exAssociated Press writers. He is
ing elves to work for him.
perience you'll never forget.
pops,sugar in lemon tarts, tea in cof- boys and girls are good and bad.
Woman's Club House.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
"Three. He continued this discrim- fee and sand in snow."
• • •
How else would he be able to tell who
_ John Boggess of Murray is a
ination by hiring only elves whose
"Overruled," Dag Whood said. deserves toys at Christmas and who
Boone.
Then Saturday, on our way
new member of Epsilon Chapter
names begin with the J. I cite Jas- "You'll have your turn to question deserves coal or potato peels. Santa
Twenty years ago
home to Murray, we swung by
of Alpha Beta Alpha, national
per, Jinkersnipes, Juniperperper, the witness."
has to check."
More than $27.000 — largest
Frankfo
rt to spend a few
undergraduate library science
James, John, Julia June, Juanita.
"How did Santa check on the boys
"Objection overruled," Dag
amount ever raised in history of
minutes at the Governor's Manfraternity at Murray State
Jocular and many many more.
and girls?" Evel Whone said.
Whood
said. "Certainly we all must
Murray-Calloway County
sion where Gov. Martha Lane
College.
"He looked at them through his su- realize that only through the super"Four: He employed these elves
United Fund Drive — has been
Miss Blondavene Moore, Collins and her people were
and refused to pay them and kept perscopes," Herr Humbugg replied. scopes can Santa check on boys and
contributed thus far in year's
holding an open house from 10
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
them in bondage against their will.
"And how did he determine which girls."
campaign, according to Robert
a.m. until 5 p.m.
Bradford Moore. and L.D. Cook
"Five. He obstructed justice by boys and girls got toys at ChristJuniperperper continued to quesMoyer. president of agency. and
Neither Cathryn nor I had
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. L.D.
determining without due process mas?" Evel Whone asked.
tion Herr Humbugg.
Max Hurt, fund chairman.
ever been in the Governor's
who the good and who the bad chil"He decided," Herr Humbugg re- "Now, tell me Herr," he said.
Cook Sr.. were married Dec. 11
Murray State College, Murray
Mansion. and it was a meandren were.
plied.
"When you applied for work at the
at South Pleasant Grove
College High and Murray City
"Six: He made the elves live in
ingful experience walking
"Did he consult with anyone else, North Pole, didn't you volunteer to
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Two local burglaries
being investigated
Two break-ins sometime Monday bight are being investigated
by the Murray Police
Department.

Murray man
struck by car
An 82-year-old Murray resident was listed in stable condition early today in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital after
he was struck by a car about
5:21 p.m. Monday, according to
the Murray Police Department.
Arthur Rolfe, of 702 Sycamore
Street, was crossing the street in
front of his house when he was
struck by a car driven by Edgar
L. Howe, Jr., 40, of 1504 Canterbury Drive.

According to a police report,
sometime Monday night the
Fain Insurance building, located
at 614 South Fourth Street, was
broken into and approximately
$600 worth of merchandise was
taken. Entry to the building is
believed to have been gained
through a window, according to
police.
A second break-in was
reported at Rickman Norsworthy Lumber Company, Inc.,
located at 500 South Fourth
Street. An undetermined
amount of merchandise was
taken in the burglary, according
to police.
Entry to the building is believed to have been gained through a
back building door.
Both incidents are currently
under investigation by the Murray Police Department.
•

Relatives weep with Reagan...
(Cont'd from page 1)
what happened. He accepted this as just another military
affair."
Bessie Jennings, who lost her son, Staff Sgt. Donnie Jenning
s,
said she appreciated the president taking the time to visit.
"He showed a lot of care and understanding but it's not going
to
take the grief away," she said, adding that her son never
got to
see his newborn son, born four weeks ago.
Thais Manion, 17, stepdaughter of Capt. Edward J. Manion
,
one of the victims, said she "really appreciated" Reagan
's visit,
"but there's nothing that can really help. There wasn't
much he
(Reagan) would say, except they were brave soldiers and
great
men."
A chaplain who attended the service said the president's
attention to the families was a turning point.
"We were asked to ride on the buses with families as they were
going back and it seemed like their spirits had sort of raised,
"
said Capt. Douglas L. Carver."I really admire (Reagan)and
the
first lady for holding up under this emotional experience and the
empathy that I saw exhibited by them."
Many families wore black armbands. Some asked Reagan to
autograph their programs or photographs of their sons. Others
took snapshots as he walked by.
Across from the families sat about 200 soldiers, dressed in
tan
desert camouflage uniforms and burnt orange caps, who
had
returned from the Sinai peacekeeping mission earlier this month.
A large group of the soldiers who gave up their seats so more
family members could sit were greeted outside by the Reagan
s
after the service. Reagan told them how "very proud" he was
of
them.
Sgt. Robert E.F. Dutton said he was surprised that Reagan
spoke personally with every family member who attended.
"I thought it was a very honorable gesture," he said. "I didn't
expect him to do that."

Mother's suit...
(Cont'd from page )1 •
junction against the airline to
prevent them from destroying.
altering or changing their files.'•
Hopson also said he expected
additional lawsuits to be filed in
the wake of the crash of the DC-8
jetliner in Newfoundland.
Canada.
Hemingway, 28, lived on base
at Fort Campbell. but was
originally from Brooklyn. N.
Hopson said the U.S. Army
cannot be held liable for the accident under a U.S. Supreme
Court decision which holds that
a soldier in the line of duty cannot sue the ArmV*.
Robin Matell. a spokesman for
Arrow Air, said the airline had
no comment_

Mob boss...
(Cont'd from page))
He. refused to speculate on
who was responsible for the
slayings, as did other law enforcement officials.
'.Quite frankly, we don't know
who did it," Sheer said at the
scene of the shootings. "But our
investigation is only two hours
old. ... Our track record is good.
We'll find out who did it."
Castellano had been on trial on
racketeering conspiracy
charges in. federal court in
Manhattan. He was charged
with running a car-theft ring
that also murdered five people.
who threatened to expose it.
"At first I was shocked," said
Edward McDonald. head of the
federal Organized Crime Task
Force in the borough of
Brooklyn, after hearing of the
shootings. "But history shows so
many 'Mob bosses have been
murdered, there's always
reason to believe the head of a
crime family will eventually be
executed."
Police said many of the Gambinos' 200 to 250 members were
increasingly involved in
legitimate concerns in the food,
entertainment and jewelry
businesses as well as illegal
pursuits.
In addition to its activities
throughout greater New York,
the Gambino family is alleged to
have illegal enterprises in Pennsylvania. Florida, Atlantic City,
N.J., and Las Vegas, Nev.

State funding
authorized for
bridge Project,

says Collins
Governor Martha Layne Collins today announced that the
state has authorized design
funds for a bridge replacement
project on U.S. 641. the Tennessee State _Line — Murray
Road in Calloway County.
"This project will provide a
modern two-lane bridge at
Clark's River," said Governor
Collins. "The new structure will
be built with federal safety standards, and will be able to more
easily carry heavy vehicles."
The state has authorized
$60,000 for the design of the project, which is estimated to cost a
total of $605,000. Federal Bridge
Replacement funds are being
used to finance the project,
which is scheduled for construction in fiscal year 1990.
The project is part of the
state's six-year construction
plan for Calloway County.

Subcommittee,
task force to
hold hearing
December 20
A federal banking subcommittee on credit will hold a joint
public hearing with the Kentucky Farm Credit Task Force
in Mayfield on Dec. 20.
- Rep. Ward "Butch" Burnette,
D-Fulton, said the meeting will
begin at 9 a.m. CST at the
Mayfield 'City Hall.
"We encourage all farmers
and business people who have
concerns about farm credit to
attend," said Burnette, who
chairs the state task force. "The
farm economy is in trouble and
the situation is serious. We want
people who are affected to
testify."
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard,
who chairs the federal panel. is
scheduled to attend the meeting.
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Chamber...
(Cont'd from page 1)
5. Percent of work force in
management and professional
jobs — Kentucky ranks 47th.
This was brought to the attention of the chamber. Easley
said, in hopes that all the
chamber members and others
would attend a meeting on Jan
6. 1986, at 7:30 p.m. at Paducah
Community College in support
of higher education.
"The real problem we have is

called off
due to %eather:till
termed a ,..ucce,..s.
KM'Officer A right

getting out to the legislators out
of our bounds," Easley said.
Dr. 'Cala Stroup, president of
Murray State University,
agreed and added that if the
legislators from western Kentucky do not speak up for higher
education, it looks as is the area
does not need it.
Stroup added that Murray
State is one of the smaller
universities but has one of the
largest geographical areas to.
serve.
"I often hear people comment
on parts of the university where
they feel we could cut back, but
we're one of the lowest ranking
in almost every category and
what we need to focus on is a
larger appropriation f4 higher
education in general." Stroup
said.
Stroup said, "because of our
salary ranking, other schools
are able to hire our people at
better salaries." She added that
since Murray State has several
accredited programs, other
schools come here to hire people
since they know the people have
experience in getting programs
accredited.
Governor Collins is in the process of putting together her
budget, Stroup told the
chamber. She asked that if any
members knew the governor
personally. that they request
funding for. the Industrial and
Technology Building.
In other business, the
chamber approved a budget for
1986.
Also, Steve Zea. chamber of
commerce executive director,
corrected an earlier report concerning the flag poles for the
chamber building. Zea said that
the Woodmen of the World had
donated one flag pole and not the
Masonic Lodge as said earlier.

State police in the 11-county
Post 1 area arrested only one
driver on a DUI charge over the
weekend.
The single arrest. early Saturday morning in Livingston County, "was considerably below the
number !seven to 10 DUI arrests) on a normal weekend. and
I believe we can attribute that to
the publicity surrounding
Day on traffic-ways in Kentucky." said Trooper Richard
Wright state police information
officer.
Planned statewide D-Day
roadblocks were cancelled Friday because of snow and icecovered roads, according to
Wright. who said, "we didn't
want to make driving more
hazardous by setting up the
roadblocks."
However, he said extra
patrols were already scheduled
and were out in the force area
over the weekend.
"I think people took our advice that if -they were going to
drink they should stay at home
and not get on the highway,"
Paris Landing State Park will
Wright said.
observe the following facility
closing during the upcoming
holiday season. The restaurant
will be closed after the evening
meal on Sunday Dec. 22, through
Jan. 12. 1986. Paris Landing Golf
The Murray City Council has Course will be closed Dec.
23.
rescheduled its regular bi-. through Jan. 12, 1986 and
remonthly meeting to Thursday. open according to weather.
The
Dec. 19 at 6:30 p.m. in the
inn, marina and campground
upstairs council chambers in Ciwill all remain open for use durty Hall.
ing this period.

Holiday closings
released by park

Meeting set
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For The Following Christmas Specials
Select Group

Victorian
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12 Days
of
Christmas Tins \
GREAT FOR
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Buy One Get
One FREE!
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Treasured
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Phillips-Bazzell vows solemnized at church
Miss Carol Phillips
and Billy Moore Bazzell
Jr. were married on
Saturday, Nov. 9, at- 7
p.m. at Independence
United Methodist
Church.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Mary
Phillips and the late
James W. Phillips of Rt.
Dexter
The groom is the son
of Mrs Marilyn Bazzell
and the late Billy Moore
Razzed Sr. of Kirksey.
The Rev. Kendrick
Lewis officiated at the
double ring ceremony
Nuptial music was
presented by Robert
and Cheryl Underwood
with Mrs. Cheryl
Burkeen Underwood,
cousin of the bride, as
pianist.
The vows were exchanged before a brass
candelabrum flanked by
spiral candelabra. A
centerpiece of yellow
roses, white carnations
and baby's breath
centered the altar.
Escorted to the altar

by her cousin, Steve
Burkeen. she was given
in marriage by her
mother.
The bticle wore a formal gown of white
organza, applied with
silk Venice lace. A Victorian styled elongated
bodice was embellished
with pearl lace and
featured a sweetheart
yoke of English net with
a standup collar.
Renaissance sleeves
were caught below the
elbow with a ruffle of
chantilly lace and cuffed at the wrists with
beaded Venise
appliques.
The flared skirt and
semi cathedral train
were enhanced by a bias
florience edged in matching lace at the
hemline. Her fingertip
veil of silk illusion interspersed with lace
motifs was attached to a
Venise Camelot frame.
She carried a cascade
bouquet of yellow roses,
white carnations tipped
in yellow. baby's

The groom and his attendants wore grey tuxedoes with tails. The
groom wore a boutonniere of a white carnation with a yellow
rosebud center from the
bride's bouquet. The
groomsmen wore yellow
rosebud boutonnieres.
Kenneth Bazzell,
brother of the groom,
and Dennis Greer of
Kirksey served as
ushers and
candlelighters.
The bride's mother
wore a street length
mauve dress. The
groom's mother wore a
street length dark teal
green dress. They had
corsages of two white
carnations tipped in
yellow.
Receiving the guests
were Paula Coleman.
Kim Burkeen and Paula
Suddeth, all cousins of
the bride.
A reception followed
at the church.
Serving were Mrs.
Dorothy Burkeen and
Mrs. Jean Burkeen,

closer

Salt Lake City and
Reno were 200 to 300
miles closer together 15
million years ago than
they are today, because
the earth's crust is thinBest-selling countryning and stretching in western records of the
that region.
week of Dec. 15 based on

Best-selling country-western
records for week are rele;thed
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Mr. and Mrs. Billy Moore Mizzen Jr.

Events planned at Oaks

ed a Gospel Extravaganza featuring Celophus
Robinson and Family.of St. Louis, Mo.. to be held
Saturday, Dec. 21, at 6 p.m. at Union County
High School, Morganfield. Tickets are $5 in advance and $6 at the door. For information contact, Rev. Lester Peoples. P.0:Box 312, Morganfield. Ky. 42437.

The Rev Lester Peoples. pastor of Mt. Horeb
Freewill Baptist Church. Wurray. has announc-

PI;

aunts of the bride, and
Miss Gina Coy.
The table was draped
with a blue cloth
overlaid with a lace
cloth. The three-tiered
wedding cake was
decorated in blue and
yellow flowers and was
topped with a bride and
groom statuette. Two
silver' candelabra with
white candles were used
on the table.
Matching silver trays
and bowls were used to
serve nuts, jellied
mints, cheese balls and
party crackers. Punch
was served from a white
milk glass buffet punch
set.
Mrs. Terri Burkeen
directed the wedding.
Following a short
wedding trip, the new
Mr. and Mrs. Bazzell
are residing on Rt. 3.
Murray.
Mrs. Marilyn Bazzell.
mother of the groom.
was hostess for a
rehearsal dinner held at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Murray.

DATEBOOK

Gospel event Saturday

Cities

breath, beaded hearts
and yellow and white
streamers tied in love
knots.
The maid. of honor
was Donna Cobb. cousin
of the bride.
Bridesmaids were Lori
Burkeen, cousin of the
bride. and Jennifer
Price, cousin of the
groom
They wore identical
tea length dresses of
royal blue taffeta. Their
headpieces were of
baby's breath fashioned
into haloes. They carried lace fans with a
yellow rose centerpiece.
Valerie Chapman.
cousin of the groom.
was flower girl. She
wore a royal blue taffeta
dress and a headpiece of
baby's breath in a halo.
She carried a white
basket with yellow rose
petals.
Anthony Manning of
Kirksey served as best
man. Groomsmen were
Mike Jones of Murray
and Ronnie Greene of
Kirksey.

921)

Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey have
been released as
follows:
1. "The Chair,'
George Strait
2. "Have Mercy," The
Judds
3. "Stand Up," Mel
McDaniel
4. "Somebody Else's
Fire," Janie Fricke
5. "You Make Me Feel
Like A Man," Ricky
Skaggs
6. "Morning Desire."
Kenny Rogers
7. "Nobody Falls Like
A Fool," Earl Thomas
Conley
8. "Betty's Bein'
Bad," Sawyer Brown
9. -"Lie To You For
Your Love," The
Bellamy Brothers
10. "Home Again In
My Heart," The Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band

Ladies day events are scheduled at Oaks Country Club on Wednesday. Dec. 18. Bridge with
Mayrelle-Clark as hostess is scheduled at 9:30
a.m. A ladies day luncheon will be served at noon
with Melva Hatcher and Murrelle Walker as
chairmen of the hostesses. Other hostesses listed
are Evelyn Wallis, Jean Watkins. Nancy Todd,
Linda McKinney Mary Montgomery, Sheila
Nance, Fay Nance, Judy Edwards, Sue Lamb.
Betty Lowry, Marilyn Liddle, Eleanor D'Angelo,
Helen King, Suzanne Oakley, Jo Lovett, Karen
Winn, Laura Parker, Nancy Bogard, Debra
D'Angelo, Connie Lilly, Fay McConnell and
Margot McIntosh.

Moose party Thursday
The Women of the Moose of Murray Lodge No.
2011 will have its Christmas party for coworkers
and husbands/escorts on Thursday. Dec. 19. at
the lodge. This will follow the business meeting
scheduled at 8 p.m. Coworkers are asked to bring
tors d'oeuvres and finger foods.

Golden Agers will meet
The Golden Age Club will meet Thursday. Dec.
19, at 11 a.m. in the social hall of First United
Methodist Church. A potluck luncheon will be
served with a musical program to follow. All
senior citizens are invited to attend.

Singles plan discussion
The Single Connection will meet Thursday.
Dec. 19. at 7 p.m. at the First United Methodist
Church. "The New Woman" will be the subject
of the discussion. For more information call
753-9414, 436-2174 or 759-4940.

GENE
MATT
HACKMAN DILLON

Top records
are named
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Santa will be here...
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With Garlic Bread
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Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You can P eat this well at home for this price.

Best-selling records of
the week of Dec. 15 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey have been
released as follows:
1. "Broken Wings."
Mr. Mister
2. "Separate Lives,"
Phil Collins and Marilyn
Martin
3. "Say You. Say Me."
Lionel Richie
4. "We Built This City," Starship
5. "Alive and Kicking." Simple Minds
6. "Never," Heart
7. "Party All the
Time," Eddie Murphy
8. "Election Day,"
Arcadia

Old Fashioned
Christmas

W shes

I nI

Illinnbor FDIC

The Murray Magazine Club will meet Friday.

Dec. 20, at 1:30 p.tri. in the home of Mrs. James
Garrison, 303 Oakdale Dr. She will be entertaining for Mrs. L.J. Hortin who remains ill at her
home at 1803 Lincoln Ave. Mrs. Olge.,Freeman
will give the devotion and Mrs. A.M. Alexander
will present the program. Mrs. George Hart,
president. urges all members to attend and to
note the change of place and date for this month.

Shelley June Kirks born
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wade Kirks, A-9 Coach
Estates, Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Shelley June, weighing seven pounds 211s. ounces.
measuring 20 inches, born on Tuesday. Dec. 10,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have
one son, Jeffrey Thomas. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. J.P. Walker. Mrs. Ronald Housden and
Romel Kirks. Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Rains, Mrs. Ethel Walker, Mrs.
Nancye Burkeen and Burley Kirks, all of
Murray.

Drew T. Perrin born
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Perrin of Cross Creek
Apt. C-3, Manchester, Ga., 31816, formerly of
Murray, are the parents of a son. Drew Timothy,
weighing nine pounds four ounces, born on
Thursday, Dec. 12. The mother is the former
Cathy Henson. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Felix Perrin of Iland, formerly of Rt. 2, Murray.
and Mrs. Margie Hensen and the late Lawrence
Henson of Benton.

Jacob B. Wilson born
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Wilson of Cottage Grove,
Tenn., are the parents of a son. Jacob Benjamin,
weighing six pounds nine ounces, born on Saturday, Dec. 7, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Kathy Priddy. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Wilson of Cottage Grove and Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Priddy of Paris, Tenn.

Seniors may enroll
Persons over 60 can take several free correspondence courses from the University of Kentucky. The non-credit courses include Creative
Writing, Piano Playing for Beginners. Eating
Right for a Healthier Life, Making Retirement
Your Best Years and More Money for Retirement. For information write the Inependent
Study Program, University Extension, UK, Lexington. Ky. 40506-0031. To enroll send a $2
registration fee and indicate the course you
desire, your age and your years of schooling.
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"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

Club meeting Friday

St

Bring the children for a visit with Santa, and
enjoy refreshments in our Holiday Room!

"IrT
kVA Bank

"A Christmas Gathering" will be held Wednesday. Dec. 18, at 7 p.m. at Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church, Highway 94 East. A potluck
supperwitl follow. The public is Invited to attend.
according to the Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Underhill.
pastors of church.

bra holiday filled
with love and
laughter.

The Iuietiae season is
a time ofjoy.and peace.
and a:1th it tio oar
tilessmas of hope
and happtness for the
oannuf year.
e thanks to all.

in our Main Office Lobby!
December 18-24, 1-4 p.m.

Bethel plans gathering

From The Staff

Westview Nursing Home
1401 S 16th
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MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
We are your
Mobile Home
Insurance Headquarters
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Van Buren

STACY ADAMS MURDOCK is pictured with students in
Mary Jane Key's
Fifth Grade Class at East Calloway Elementary School.
They include, from
left, Angela Price, Penny Roberts, Amy Torsak, Christine
Lowry, Mac
Dunn, Matt Garrison, Jayson Stahler and Richard
Hutchens. They are
showing some of the items from Indonesia displayed by
Mrs. Murdock.

Pupils hear about IndonCSia
Fifth Grade students
of Mary Jane Key at
East Calloway Elementary School were visited
by Stacy Adams Murdock as she related her
five-weeks' visit to Indonesia on the island of
Java.
Mrs. Murdock said
the population of Java is
80 million. Indonesia is a
chain of about 13,000
islands that are
volcanic. It is a tropical
country located on the
equator.
Slides were shown of
the rice paddies and
how rice is grows and
harvested by hand.
Also, the people and life
of Indonesia were
shown.
Mrs. Murdock was
dressed in a traditional
batik skirt and silk
blouse. Several -batiks
were displayed and the
process explained. Hot
bee wax is applied to a
white cloth and then
dyed.
Ramayana puppets
which are hand carved
from wood and then
painted were displayed
for the students. These
puppets are a tradition
in Indonesia.
A rice painting also
was displayed. The dry

Holiday Charity Should
Continue All Year Long
DEAR ABBY: The approach of
the holiday season prompts us to
write this letter. As residents of the
Freeport Manor Nursing Center in
Freeport; Ill., we read "Dear Abby"
daily and discuss your column.
Beginning in late November and
all through the month of December,
volunteers come out of the woodwork. Already our calendar is filling
up with all sorts of organizations
who want to visit the lonely, put on
a program, pass out treats and gifts,
or sing Christmas carols in the
halls.
All this is wonderful, and we
appreciate it. But, Abby, where are
these generous people between the
months of January and October?
We have a few faithful volunteers
who come on a regular basis, but we
could use more.
So to all you nice people who come
in large groups during the holiday
season, we say, "We love you and
thank you for caring, but please
don't pack us away along with the
rest of the Christmas decorations."
MAUDE,RUTH, HENRY,
MADELINE AND MANY-MORE
DEAR MAUD, ETC.: I'm glad
you wrote. The point you raise
is a good one. Freeport volunteers, and volunteers everywhere-take note.
* * *

ONE OF THE RAMAYANA PUPPETS, hand
carved and painted in Indonesia, is shown by
Stacy Adams Murdock to Fifth Grade students at
East Calloway Elementary School.
shaft of the rice is cut into pieces and glued onto
a background to make a
detailed picture of Indonesia life.

Mrs. Murdock was accompanied to Indonesia
by her husband, Rick,
and their daughter,
Tera Rico.

DEAR ABBY: Can you stand one
more letter about how to eat a
banana? I hope so, because there is
one and only one way to eat a
banana: Take a slightly overripe
banana and roll it back and forth
between your hands until the pulp is
mushy and practically liquefied
inside the skin. Bite off one end-it
doesn't matter which one-then suck
the pulp out of its container.
It's easy, simple and requires no
utensils.
ANDREW HUDGINS,
DEPT. OF ENGLISH,
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
DEAR ANDREW: It's also
unique. If it catches on, yet
another expression will be added

DEAR ABBY: This is for that
smarty-pants Smith grad and her
equally know-it-all teacher. I got
this right out of Emily Post: "Although it is not bad manners to peel
the skin halfway down and eat the
fruit bite by bite at the table, it is
better to peel the skin all the way
off, lay the fruit on your plate, cut
the banana in slices and eat with a
fork."
SABRINA SMITH,
SHERMAN OAKS
And now, a Bird's eye view:
DEAR ABBY: My entire teaching
career was spent at girls' boarding
schools in the Washington, D.C.
area.(They were known as "finishing schools" in those days.)
I am sorry, but not surprised that
you never heard of eating a whole
banana with a spoon or fork. That's
the way I taught the young ladies to
eat a banana at the table.
RUTH H. BIRD,
ELLENSBURG, WASH.
•* *

DEAR ABBY: Now I have heard
everything! Please tell that Smith
College graduate that she may have
learned something about art at
Smith, but eat a banana with a
teaspoon? My hat!
When I went to Smith, I ate
bananas the only way that made
any sense-I held the banana in one
hand, peeled it and ate it. Never
mind the plate, fruit knife or spoon.
M.T.B., SMITH, 1936
DEAR M.T.B.: I'm with you.
But read on:
DEAR ABBY: I was taught to eat
a banana with a teaspoon at Wilson
College in Chambersburg, Pa. We
split the banana in half, placed the
two halves beside each other and ate
the banana with a teaspoon!
DOROTHY S. KINTZEL,
ALLENTOWN,PA.

to our language: "Go suck a
banana!"

DEAR DOROTHY: Banana
case dismissed; I hope nobody
appeals it.

*•*

• ••
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Mrs. Jeffrey speaks
for the DAR Chapter

By Abigail

.'
J

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1965

Glinda Jeffrey. home
economist, was guest
speaker at a recent
meeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of the
American Revolution
held at the Holiday Inn.
Murray.
Mrs. Jeffrey talked
about "Culinary Arts
and Holiday Fare of the
Revolutionary Era."
She gave many hints for
holiday preparation.
The speaker is now
with a food company.
Prior, to her present
position, she had been
food service director for
Murray City Schools
before resigning July 1.
1985.
Mrs. James M. Byrn.
regent, presided and introduced the guest
speaker.
She announced that
homecoming for DAR
members was held Oct.
18 and 19 at Duncan
Tavern. Paris. Two important dates for 1986
are the 19th State Con-

Glinda Jeffrey
ference at Marriott
Resort. Lexington.
March 11-13 and the
Continental Congress in
Washington. D.C.. April
14-18.
The national theme
for 1985.86 is a quote
from Daniel Webster as
follows: "Let our objective be our country, our
whole country and
nothing but our
country."

Top TV shows listed
NEW YORK (API Here are the Top Ten
prime-time television
ratings compiled by
A.C. Nielsen for Dec.
2-8. Listings include the
week's- ranking, with
season-to-date ranking

In parentheses, rating
for the week, and total
homes.
"X" in parentheses
denotes one-time-only
presentation.
A rating measures the
percentage of the nation's 85.9 million TV
homes.
1. (1) "The Cosby
Shaw," NBC, 36.2
rating, 31.1 million
homes.
2. (2) "Family Ties,"
NBC, 31.2, 26.8 million
homes.

3.(17)"Monday Night
Football" - Chicago vs.
Miami, ABC. 29.6. 25.4
million homes.
4. (4) "60 Minutes."
CBS, 24.5, 21 million
homes.
5.(5) ','Cheers,." NBC.
24.4, 21 million homes
6. (8) "Miami Vice,"
NBC, 23.2, 19.9 million
homes.
7. (7) "Dallas," CBS,
22.0, 18.9 million homes.
8. (6) "Dynasty,"
ABC, 21.8, 18.7 million
homes.
9. (X) "All-Star
Tribute to Dutch
Reagan," CBS,21.5, 18.5
million homes.
10. (12) "Highway to
Heaven," NBC. 21.3,
18.3 million homes.
rrillororum.

New baby, dismissals listed by hospital
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday.
Dev.. 16, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
• Holtgrewe baby boy.

parents. David and Bar- Payne St., Murray;
bara. 1020 Locust St., Mrs. Wilma Snow, Box
831, Paris, Tenn.:
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Jeanne Mathis,
Rt. 4, Murray; Jean
Dismissals
Mrs. Waltraud Mur- Green, 313 South 13th
phy. Rt. 1, Almo; St., Murray; Mrs. Larue
Donald Criswell. 1011 Mayfield, Rt. 1,
Murray;

Best selling books named
Best selling books for
week of Dec. 15 as
rel-eased by Time
Magazine have been
released as follows:
Fiction
1. "The Mammoth
Hunters," Jean M. Auel
2. "Lake Wobegon
Days," Garrison Keillor
3. "Texas," James
Michener
4. "Contact." Carl
Sagan.
5. "Secrets." Danielle
Steel
6. "The Invader's
Plan," L. Ron Hubbard
7. "Skeleton Crew."
Stephen King
8. "The Cat Who
Walks Through Walls,"
Robert A. Heinlein
9. "Galapagos." Kurt
Vonnegut
10. "The Secrets of
Harry Bright," Joseph
Wambaugh
NON-FICTION
I. "Yeager: An
Autobiography.''
Yeager and Janos
2. "Iacocca,"
Iacocca
4
3. "Elvis and Me,"
Priscilla Beaulieu
Presley
4. ''Fit for Life,"
Harvey and Marilyn
Diamond
5. "I Never Played the
Game Before,•' Howard
Cosell
6. "The Be Happy Attitudes," Dr. Robert
Schuller
7. "You Can Fool All
of the People All of the
Time," Art Buchwald
.8. "Dancing in the
Lfght.' Shirley
MacLame
9. "Shoot Low. Boys They're Ridin' Shetland
Ponies," Lewis
Grizzard
10. "Ansel Adams: An
Autobiography"

(Courtesy of Time,
the weekl
newsmagazine

Lewis Barnes, 208
Cedar St., Fulton; Guy
Lovins, Rt. 6, Murray.;
Graham Bailey, 1107
South 16th St.. Murray;
Pat Wallis, 500 South
Sixth St., Murray; Mrs.
Euple Lamb, Rt. 1,
Almo.

A NEW Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Member 1985-86

*Pictures Ready
In 1 Hour

*Prescription Mail Service
*Computerized income tax and
insurance statements-We will
also help you fill out your out-ofstate insurance forms.
*We Fill State Medicade
Prescriptions
*We accept Blue Cross, PCS, Medi
Met, Paid and APS Prescription
Cards.

2 Day Service
*Black & White Prints
*Wallet Size Prints

; '44.T41

r
I Receive Two Prints For
I
The Price of One
Expires Dec 24, 1985
- (Limit One Coupon Per
Il
Customer And One
Coupon Per Roll)

SAVE EVERYDAY ON
EVERY PRESCRIPTION

«e'ir
SEA():\'‘'S
GREETINGS
\lax the peace
iiidio% of tilt!,
It( 414..1..tv ysea,,on
be ‘‘ ith you
aIN‘.1‘s.

PEACE
May the special
meaning of Christmas
abide with you
throughout the year.

7160;14411V

Our Most Important Service

Snap Shot
Photo
1 Hour Photo Developing

PAPER
lijor •Geed oak

Olymptc Pixie Murray Ky
759 9347
°'t,
. MOP. 'Mau SA 1

Also Papua if

I Ape '.5 •he

MO arla

Paragould

AA

BRIGGS &STRATTON

Southski• Manor

753-4383

1/
2 Off
One Group, fully-lined, all wool,
Koret Sportswear in camel, teal and tweed

1/2 off
All Joyce Sportswear in Black, Brown and Plaid

Elegant Holiday
Seafood Platters•To Go
A Real Party Pleaser!
We Do The Work, You Take The Credit
3-Dozen Platter-Serves 6-8 people
5-Dozen Platter-Serves 8-12 people

(Includes 108-112 Shrimp)
(Includes 180-185 Shrimp)

*Orders Placed Before Dec. 20 receives $2" Off
804 Coldwater-,.
Road at
5 Points

753-6149

Quality Fresh Seafood, Shrimp, Oysters,
Varieties of Ocean Fish & More!

pooloompiasovarsomaft wiffse

VIP
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Experts say communication is key to improving marriage relationship
By Kt 115005
Heard Mai.grAmik.

Opposites attract, but
when they marry the
very differences in personality that seemed so
attractive can become
abrasive.
The good news, accor.ding to the experts
quoted in an article in
the November issue of
Redbook, is that couples
who learn to balance
those differences may

fall in love all over
again.
-People who choose
partners similar to
Themselves may end up
being comfortable
together," said family
therapist Dr. Jan
Raynak, medical director of the Colorado Institute for Marriage and
the Family.
"But they may not
grow and change much
over time. am' their

MERRY CHRISTMAS
4'• Season's Greetings cc
SEASON'S §
GREETINGS Er'.
LI HAPPY Peace —64
CHRISTMAS-- 1
PEACE Noel
Merry''r*Iri
--k..,hr
istm'as
2a. 0 4c
•-.4 DECEMBER 25th

6

relationship may lack
vitality Couples with
more differences may
experience more conflict, but generally people who are interested in
growth can handle a
certain amount of strife
and discomfort."
Raynak explained
how a couple can tell
how well they are balancing their differences.
"There may be some
conflict." he said, "but
if the collaboration
seems to be working and
you're both growing and
stretching, then the
marriage is fine. But if
you find yourselves entrenched in battle, if
you've stopped learning

from each other, and if reduce or eliminate
the issues between you blame."
Communication is the
always seem to revolve
around who's right and key to improving the
who's wrong, you may relationship, and the exbe in trouble."
perts had this advice on
Serious problems how to make it work:
arise when marriage
r Contain your anger.
partners become Dr. Thomas Fogarty,
isolated in positions of asociate director of the
polarization and Center for Family Learstruggle.
ning in New Rochelle,
"The way I see N.Y.. said it isn't always
couples get trapped in
their positions is
through blame," said
therapist Suzanne Pope,
clinical director of the
Colorado Institute. "If
someone is blaming,
you have to defend-. So
no matter what else you
do. you must first

healthy to get'anger off
your chest because
anger can be "very
destructive."
r Preserve dignity.
"We should observe the
same rules of politeness
with our partnrs that we
observe with our
friends." said family
therapist Close
Madanes, co-director of
the Family Therapy In-

stitute in Washington,
D.C.
r Repair old wounds.
Start by acknowledging
that they exist.
r Respect your partner's position. Avoid
statements that make
your partner's position
seem less valid than
your own.
r Learn to listen.
"Listening isn't just

hearing words," Pope
said. "It's paying attention and tuning in to all
kinds of nonverbal
clues."
r Find points of
agreement and
recognize the
similarities and compatibility that underlie
differences.
r Know when to back
(('ont'd on page 9)
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Calloway County Judge
and Staff

Court House

1/2 Price

.1 year old Teri & 1 year old
ce y Hobbs daughters of
Stephen & Brenda Hobbs

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

...MEMORIES
Bel-Air Center
753-9555

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

MEMBERS OF MURRAY HIGH School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America attending a
recent
leadership meeting at Murray State University were, from left, front row. _Kelly Bolls,
president,
Melissa Clement honor- toff chairman. -Cheryl Billaiigton,--secretary, Jennifer Rayburn.
devotional
leader, Andrea Galloway. historian, Allison Carr,scholarship chairman,Stacey Paschall, historian,
second row, Becky Wolf, treasurer, Mary Jo Simmons, recreational leader, Lisa Rexroat.
reporter,
Charla Walston,second vice president, Traci Parker,song leader, Marla Ford,first vice president,
and
Amy Long, parliamentarian.

•

REGIONAL ONE OFFICERS of
the Future Homemakers of
America at a recent meeting in
Murray were, from -left, first
row, Leah Hackel, Gina Herndon, Tiffany Black, Kelly Bolls
of Murray High School. Clara
Scott, Teresa Cash, second row,
Laura Ballard, Beth Cardwell,
Marla Ford of Murray High
School. Staphanie Vaughn, Lori
Aldridge, Rachel Lynn and Carrie Davenport. along with Sally
Crass of Murray High who is ad•
visor to Region I officers.

&gait tot

Make it the best Christmas ever
with the world's most comfortable chair
...an

RECLINER
[64

by

Lane'

ki*
4 DAYS ONLY!

special 99
95
priced from
What a wonderful gift for someone
you love (including yourself)! Our
entire stock of beautiful Action
recliners, rocker recliners and Wall
Saver' recliners is specially priced
for holiday giving. It's a gift that will
be remembered and enjoyed!

Free
Delivery

WED., THURS., FRI., & SAT., DEC 18 THRU 21

Christmas
Perm & Haircut
Special
Ladies' Cut & Style
$800
Reg.
$10.00

Child's Cut & Style
$400
Reg.
$5.00

Thurman's
FURNITURE
MURRAY, KY,

PADUCAH

MURRAY

442-4186

753-0542

Men's Cut 81 Style
Reg.
$9.00

$700

Perm-Bodywave

$225..0

2608 Perk Avenue
Olympic Mem
Owned & Operated II Torn& Yvonne Key

The original famil haircutter.

Includes
527 soCut 8, Style

No Appointment
Necessary

cFaqtastic
48ani:s
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Coming events announced
Tuesday. Dec. 17

Wednesday, Dec. 18
Wednesday, Dec. 18
citizens.
Sycamore Street, from 9
---a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Lady Racers will play
---Southern Illinois
Murray High School
University, Carbondale Chapter of Future
at 7:30 p.m. in Racer Business Leaders
of
Arena, Murray State America will have
a
University. There is no Christmas party
from 4
admission charge.
to 5 p.m.
------Health Express of
Thursday, Dec. 19
Murray-Calloway CounFree government
ty Hospital will be at Cicommodities will be
ty Hall, Puryear, Tenn.,
distributed at County
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Road
Department, East
J & J Grocery,
Sycamore Street, from 9
Buchanan, Tenn., from a.m.
to 3:30 p.m.
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
------Temple Hill Chapter
Bereavement Support No.
511 Order of the
Group will meet at 9:30
Eastern Star is schedula.m. and Living With
ed to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Diabetes at 2 p.m. in
at lodge hall.
third floor classroom,
---Murray-Calloway CounWades b o r o
ty Hospital.
Homemakers Club will
---meet at 11:30 a.m. for
Ladies day events at lunch
and at 1 p.m. for
Oaks Country Club inmeeting at Sirloin
clude bridge with
Stockade.
Mayrelle Clark as
---hostess at 9:30 a.m. and
The Single Connection
luncheon at noon with
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Melva Hatcher and
Murray
- High School Murrelle Walker as First United Methodist
Church. For informaChristmas Concert will chairmen of hostesses.
tion call 753-94 1 4,
be at 7 p.m. in school
---436-2174 or 759-4940.
gymnasium.
Women of the Moose
---will have Aerobic Exer---Murray -Calloway
Murray Moose Lodge cise at 7 p.m. at lodge
County Senior Citizens
will have its enrollment hall.
Board of Directors will
meeting at 8 p.m. with
---host a Christmas open
officers to meet at 7
Events at Calloway
house for senior citizens
p.m.
Public Library include
and guests from 2 to 4
Parents and Twos at
---p.m. at 302 Oakdale Dr.
Murray TOPS (take 9:30 a.m. and Story
For information call
off pounds sensibly) Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
753-0929.
Club will meet at 7 p.m. 3:30 p.m.
---at Health Center.
---Golden Age Club will
Christmas Church
---meet at 11 a.m. for
Murray Assembly No. Family Dinner
potluck luncheon in
19 Order of the Rainbow (potluck) will be at 6
social hall of First
for Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at First United
United Methodist
p.m. at lodge hall.
Methodist Church.
Church.
Children's musical and
------Murray Optimist Club candlelight serVice will
Callowa
y County
is scheduled to meet at be at 7 p.m. and Live
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Nativity Scene at 7:45 Association for Retarded Citizens will not meet
Family Restaurant.
p.m.
this month.
---------Youth of Memorial
UMW of Martin's
AA and Al-Anon will
Chapel United Baptist Church will not
meet tonight at First
Methodist Church will have a Christmas party
Christian Church,
meet at 6:30 p.m. at from 5 to 8 p.m. at Bap- Benton.
Western Sizzlin tist Student Union.
------Restaurant.
Prepared Childbirth
Family Night will be
---Class will meet at 7 p.m.
Southwest Calloway at 6 : 4 5 p.m. in in third
floor classroom,
Elementary School will Fellowship Hall of First Murray-C
alloway Counpresent its annual Baptist Church.
ty Hospital.
---Christmas program at 7
---p.m. at school.
Bethel Chapel
Men's Stag Night with
Pentecostal Church will Jerry Berry,
---Willie
All retirees of any have a "family gatherScott, Harold
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO ing" and potluck supper
Shoemaker and Larry
and their spouses will at 7 p.m.
Contri in charge will be
have a covered dish sup---at 6 p.m. at Murray
per at 5:30 p.m. at First
Free government Country Club.
Christian Church's commodities will be
---Fellowship Hall. This is distributed at County
Murray Women of the
sponsored by Local 1068. Road Department, East
Moose will have a
---Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. in annex of
Calloway Public
Library.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Hall. South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
Max---the wonders
Wednesday, Dec. 18
J.N. Williams Chapter
and joys of the
of the United Daughters
season inspire
of the Confederacy will
vou with love.
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
home of Mrs. John J.
Livesay.
-- - Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Chestnut Street
for activities by senior
UMW of Martin's
Chapel United
Methodist Church will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
---All retirees of any
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO
and their spouses will
have a covered dish supper at 5:30 p.m. at First
Christian Church's
Fellowship Hall. This is
sponsored by Local 1068.
---Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. in annex of
Calloway Public
Library.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
---Diet and Diabetes will
meet at 2 p.m. and Sibling Preparation Class
will meet at 5 p.m., both
in third-Moor classroom,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

MI RHAV

Thursday, Dec. 19
business meeting at s
p.m. followed by a
Christmas party at 9
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Preceptor Omicron
(('ont.d on page II)

Experts..
(Cont'd from page 8)
off. If you hit a nerve or
sense signs of anger or
hurt in your partner,
drop the subject.
Quit while you're
ahead. Many experts
recommend putting a
time limit on conversations about sensitive
issues.
Enjoy each other.
Do things together that
require positive interaction. "Taking a bath
together is good,"
therapist Pope said. "So
is taking turns reading
to each other."
Relearning to appreciate each other can
turn a troubled marriage around. Raynak
told Bibi Wein in
Redbook:
"Talking about what
you appreciate in each
other can lead to both
acceptance and enjoyment of differences," he
said. "Acceptance isn't
powerful enough to
make much of a dent in
polarization, but enjoyment is."
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Helen Hodges reviews book at meeting
of Magazine Club held at Hopson home
Mrs Toni Hopson
entertained the Murray
Magazine Club at her
home near Kentucky
Lake on Friday. Nov. 22.
The guest speaker
was Mrs. Helen Hodges.
Her introductory comments were about
Fulton Oursler, author
of the classic. The
Greatest Story Ever
Told. Then Mrs. Hodges
"took the group back in
time to the night when
Jesus was born and
brought it alive in her
very special way."
Mrs. Lois Sparks introduced Mrs. Hodges,
paying special tribute to
her as a good friend and
good neighbor.
For the devotion Mrs.
Maude Jones used the
Thanksgiving theme,
concluding with James
Whitcomb Riley's
poem, "When the Frost
Is on the Pumpkin."
Mrs. Lochie Hart,
president, presided.
Members voted to make
contributions to
Western State Hospital
for Christmas gifts for
patients and to sponsor
a child for K-Mart's
shopping spree.
Refreshments of
cake, coffee and nuts
were served by Mrs.

J 0111 good A,. i.hr. to
all our dear frienl....
hope sour da i filled vs ith
Italy% songs!

Hopson. She also had a
spray of age on each

tray.
Seventeen

members

and one guest. Mrs
Hodges, were present.

MRS. HELEN HODGES, left, spoke at a meeting of Murray Magazine
Club
at home of Mrs. Toni Hopson. Mrs. Maude Jones, center, gave
the devotion.
Mrs. Lochie Hart, president, is at right.

was
May your
Christmas be
abundant with all
good things. Thanks.
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Flower Basket Inc.

6096 S 4th

753 9514

Brenda's Beauty Salon
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

hC'Ln2a,

753-4582
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The Shoe Tree
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Southside Shopping Ctr.
753-8339
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Holiday
Greetings

Sammons Bakery

iSk

4vvs.ovs."01

•Marv & David
Barrow
•Nancv & Steve
Dublin
•Lisa & Rick Parker
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Ste Carothers
209 West Washiartoe I Paris, Tennessee
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•Sheila & Thomas
Kirks

25% off

25% off

* Girl's Sleepwear (sizes ---14)
long flannel
n•

• Inducles nightshirt
)\‘ 11.

11\ It )11

* Boy's & Girl's jogging Suits
* Boy's & Girl's Winter Coats

.1100-Wed
Thurs-Sdt
Sun

10-8
10-9
1 -.5
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Central Shopping Center

and ifte!

Maternity and Childrens Shoppe
•1 tiVrIii.31.

'Vow For Chrt4i1m31;

VISA'
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AROUND THE HOUSE

Milerray Ledger & Times

Ways to stop b‘sater hammer' suggested
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
When it sounds as
though somebody is hitting your water pipes
with a hammer, you
have what is known as
— naturally — "water
hammer."
A valve that has been
shut off quickly makes
the water in the pipe
surge ahead and stop
abruptly, causing the
pipe to vibrate and bang
into a floor joist or
t:ornething similar.
Other things. such as excessive pressure in
areas close tootility stations. can cause water'
fit tner, but in a
rcsidence, the usual problem is the quick shutoff
iii a system that lacks a
shock absorber or air
chamber or has one or
both th•at are
malfunctioning.
One way to stop the
noise and the subse-

quent probable damage
is to locate the source of
the hammer. If you can
trace it and get to the
pipe, securing it with a
metal strap or placing
some kind of cushion
between the pipe and
whatever it is slamming
against, you can
eliminate the noise.
Basically, however.
there should be a shock
absorber on the line that
will prevent the pipe
from vibrating in ,the
first place. An air
chamber is the usual
solution. It's an extra
piece of pipe attached to
the line near the source
of the trouble and has a
cap on it. The air
chamber cushions the
shock. Air chambers
can be assembled at the
proper points or factorymade shock absorbers
can be used. In either
case, it's a job for a
plumber unless you are

TODAY
WHEN YOU
NEED MORE THAN
A BOOKKEEPER
HERE'S PROOF YOU
CAN AFFORD IT!

experienced in plumbing work and your local
codes permit that kind
of installation by an
unlicensed person. In
certain cases of excessive pressure, the
plumber will put in a
pressure -reducing
valve.
Water hammer, can
occur even when y2ur
plumbing line is eqffipped with one or more air
chambers. That's when
an air chamber, normally filled with air,
does not function properly because it
becomes filled with
water. The water can be
removed from the
chamber or chambers
by turning off the valves
under the bathroom
tanks after being certain they are filled to
their normal levels.
Then shut off the water
valve to the entire
house. Turn on the
faucet at the lowest
point in the house, then

turn on all the other
faucets. This procedure
will force the water out
of the air chambers. If it
doesn't, you need a
plumber.
When a noise in the
water line takes place
only at a faucet that is
being used and is in the
form of a chatter, it is
likely the washer in that
faucet has come loose or
been chewed up. That
means replacing the
washer. First, turn off
the water to the fixture,
remove the stem, turn
the screw at the bottom
counterclockwise and
make the replacement.
Every house should
have a box of assorted
washers on hand, but if
you don't have one and
don't know the exact
size, take the old one
with, you to the hardware store. When you
do, make sure nobody in
the house turns on the
water while you are
away or things will get a

Joy to the world... and
especially to you this
Christmas!

•

We will discuss the various
services we otter and show
you how they apply to your
business

Initial conference
at NO charge

Michael.H. Keller

MK

Lyons
Electric Inc.
616 S. 4th
753-4912

Certified Public Accountant
753-8918
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THIS CONTEMPORARY HOUSE OFFERS economy
and flexibility. To the two first floor bedrooms, a third can
be added on the
upper floor. Slope ceilings dramatize the living and
dining rooms.
Plan HA1343V has 1,210 square feet on the first floor
and 400 on
the second. For more information write — enclosing
a stamped,
self-addressed envelope — to architect Fenick A. Vogel.
48 West
48th St., New York N.Y. 10036.

Reader wants to change paneling shade
By ANDY LANG
. time, just occasionally. than a nail is even better
A. — There are dozens
AP.Neweeatures
This took place even If that can be done. In of such.-books
youf
Q. — I put up some though I had taken the making a pilot hole for a local_ book stores
and
plywood panels in my precaution of using only nail, make sure its libraries, as
you unattic. The plywood was nails with sharp points. diameter is less
than doubtedly have
prefinished when I I did this deliberately to that of the nail,
other- discovered. I recently
bought it. We now have avoid splitting. Can you wise there won't be
any completed reading
decided we would like to tell'me what caused the place for the nail to grip -How to Build
a House
make the clear finish a splitting?
the wood.
Simply for 1-3rd Cost."
bit darker to go with the
A. — Sorry, but you
Q. — I am planning on by William Zink,
furniture. I want to use didn't help the situation building my own house published by
Jay
a spray lacquer to do the any. Actually, when a next year. Meanwhile. I Publications, P.O.
Box
job, but I have been told carpenter wants to am reading everything I 1141 San Andrea,
CA
the finish on the avoid splitting the wood can find relating to the 95249. It has lots of
good
plywood is probably with nails, he may even building of houses by an hints and factual
inforvarnish and that the lac- hit the tips of the nails amateur. Although
mation by a man who
quer will act as a kind of with a hammer to dull call myself an amateur. built two houses
by
varnish remover. Is this them. It is a sharp nail, I am actually very profi- himself. Then
there are
correct or can I go not a blunt one, that cient in carpentry. "Homeowners' Enahead and apply the fosters splitting. You plumbing and electrici- cyclopedia -of -- House
lacquer?
did not say the kind of ty. What I am trying to Construction." by MorA. — Changing the wood you used. A nail is find out are the little ris Kreiger. published
shade of paneling to more likely to split problems you encounter by McGraw-Hill. N.Y..
match furniture is a bit hardwood than soft- when doing the work and "Build Your Own
far out, but no reason wood, which is why a yourself on such a ma- Low-Cost Log Home."
why you can't do it. pilot hole is usually jor project as a house. by Roger Hard, publishWhat you have been told drilled into hardwood Do you know any good ed by Garden Way
is not exactly so. Most of for the nail. Of course, books that might be of Publishing, Charlotte,
the time lacquer is used using a screw rather help?
VT 05445.
to coat prefinished
plywood, therefore no
SHOP US FIR ST
harm would be done by
using more lacquer on
it. But it is better to be
safe than sorry. You can
question the lumber
yard where you bought
the plywood or drop a
line to the manufacturer, whose name is
usually stamped on the
product. Should you tn
meet with no success in Ce
500 S. 4th Murray
getting the information ri.
recrE
Store Hours:
you need, apply a little
7-5 Mon.-Fri.,8 -12 Sat.
to,
753-6450
lacquer to some inconspicuous part of the 3
List $15E1.00
paneling to see whether
It causes any trouble.
FINISHING SANDER
Yes, lacquer will often
MODEL 304310
act as a varnish
•comfortable palm grip design for easy hand
remover. That part of
,rig and positive control •for heavy-duty use
your information is cor•12,000 iRPV *lightweight (2.4 lbs.) •powerfu,
1.8 AMP motor •4" square pod for flush son
rect. One word of cauding on oil four sides *double insulated
tion, no matter what the
finish is. Before you apply a new coat, be sure
the old finish is free of
wax you might have put
on or that might have
7'/4" CIRCULAR SAW
been put on at the
Liss 679.00
MODEL 5007N1
factory.
•13 AMP heavy duty h, tech ,otor; 5800 RPM
Q. — I recently comAC/DC *for cross cutting or rippsng *shaft lock
pleted a project in which
for easy blade replacement 'heavy gauge
oluminum wrap-around base •well balanced for
I used a lot of nails. In
better control 'complete with corhIcie 3,pped
several places, the wood
blade *double insulated
split a tiny bit when a
nail was driven in. This
did not happen all the
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little wet. And while you
are at it, buy some extra
washers.
A rumbling noise that
occurs only in the hot
water line is often caused because the water is
too hot. Lower the
temperature by 10
degrees or so. If it stops
the noise, you will also
save energy and money.
In many houses, only
the man of the house
knows where the main
water shutoff valve is
located. All adult
members of the
household should know
this in the event a pipe
breaks or there is a major leak in the water
line. In fact, it's a good
idea to place small tags
on each valve telling
what its purpose is and
how it can be turned off
in an emergency. These
tags can mean the difference between minor
damage and a major
repair bill if a pipe
breaks at the wrong
time.
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Its festive! It's bright, arid
a perfect time to express
our appreciation for your
valued business Ensoyl

1i9'

'49
'
9

(7n440'1
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Murray Supply Company
Since 1955
208 E. Main

7'p

lecluelos told Woos pencil Ita•ne iorch
14 t oir onspaine cytindar 15 het buos
e.g wive Wool fa nny home repo,

Merry
Christmas

•super light, weighs only 2 1 lbs •down- sized but
with plenty of drilling power; 600 RPM 7 2V D C
'built-in battery rechorges in 3 hours: comes complete with recharger *drills up to % in wood and
MODEL 601214DW
1 •reyertolg
•2 speed, 400 RPM
1100 RPM for drilling or steel or droves wood screws(3,,
driving *droll% .
sfe..I and
in wood *well switch is conveniently located for removing screws
bolocced for easy handling *quick and easy or bits
ochustment of 5 stage torque sethngs •Powitt4ul
List $44.90
9 6V battery skit comes with tool case one
hour fast charger and battery
Lies 4174.90

1A.'MMUW.L•1=

146ary

753-3361

ACE

HARDWARE

Keith Black
Painting &
Decorating
1909 Wlswell 042.6
733-6244

OsSen
Christmas Eve
7 0.m.-Noon

Closed
Christmas
Day

CASH IL CARRY ONLY

SALE ENDS X-MAS EVE

SHOP US FIRST 1109PWAIIi....4b."S".A.1

-4411904.04
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Medical costs bill to be introduced

Your Individual
Horoscope

Legislators may address rising costs
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - The General
Assembly may be asked
to help meet rising
medical costs with a tax
on insurance premiums
and a license fee on
nearly all types of
health-care facilities.
Those possibilities
were floated Monday by
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey
during a public hearing
on his proposed Omnibus Health Care
Reform Act of 1986,
which would overhaul
health-care regulation
in Kentucky.
Some people (in the
hospital industry ) are

calling it an 'ominous'
health care reform act,
rather than omnibus,
because it is aimed
primarily at hospitals,"
said William Conn,
president of the Kentucky Hospital
Association.
But Bailey, D Hindman, hinted at
changes in his bill that
would spread its effects
to more than hospitals
and nursing homes,
which to date have been
its primary targets.
The bill's present
draft proposes a 1 percent tax on the gross
receints of hospitals and

than the
nursing homes. It's money
estimated that would original $20 million
raise $20 million a year. estimate, but he
wouldn't hazard a guess
But Bailey on Monday about how much.
said the bill might
Legislative aides, usultimately call for a 1 ing figures from the
percent "license fee" on Kentucky Department
gross receipts of all of Insurance, calculated
facilities requiring cer- a 3 percent surcharge on
tificates of need. Those health insurance
would include am- premiums would raise
bulance services, home $30 million a year.
health agencies, outpaIn its present form,
tient surgery centers Bailey's bill doesn't
and certain Llarge pieces mention such a surof medical equipment, charge. But he said
in addition to hospitals Monday it was a
and nursing homes.
possibility, with the proBailey said that ceeds earmarked for
"should raise more health care.
"It seems to me the
precedent is there," he
said. "We tax fire insurance and give it to
the firemen, tax marsession and were releas- riage licenses and give
ed on bond or placed in it to spouse abuse
jail, the sheriff said.
centers and tax gasoline
and give it to the Road
The operation took
Fund."
place within
Conn said the hospital
Muhlenberg County,
association would supwith most of the arrests
port an insurance
taking place in Greenpremium surcharge if it
ville and Central City.
is extended to health
Those charged were maintenance organizaaccused of selling mari- tions, with which
juana, cocaine and hospitals compete, and
other drugs. In all, there 'to self-insurance
were 24 felony charges programs.
The hearing was conand 90 misdemeanor
ducted by the interim
charges.
joint Appropriations
and Revenue Commit-.
tee's budget review subthan $1.61 a pound on committee on human
sales of 609.684 pounds resources, which Bailey
chairs. Bailey, adof burley.
ministrator of a clinic in
Farmers received the Kntitt County,
also
lowest price at the chairs the Senate
Health
Louisville market, and- Welfa
re
where sales of 357,663 Committee.
pounds brought almost
Bailey said at the
$1.58 a pound.
start of Monday's hearFor the season, Ken- ing that he was willing
tucky farmers have sold to compromise on some
almost 287 million parts of the bill, "but
pounds of burley at an some of it we will go to
average price of $1.60 a the wall on."
pound.

'Clean Sweep'catches 66
GREENVILLE, Ky.
(API - Police arrested
66 people and were looking for six others in connection with a threemonth undercover drug
operation by the
Muhlenberg County
Sheriff's Department.
The operation, dubbed
-Clean Sweep" by
Sheriff Harold McElvain, began three months ago. A new deputy,
Steve Smith. made the
purchases while being
watched and recorded
by other officers.
The purchases ranged
from $2-$600.
Trooper Bryan Pitney
of the Madisonville post
said the operation was
aimed.. at people who
sold small amounts of
drugs to schoolchildren
and a few dealers who
sold large amounts of
drugs.
McElvain said there
was no major drug problem in the county, but
added that he had
wanted to conduct the
operation for several
years but didn't have

the money or
manpower.
State police contributed $5,000 for the
buys and the fiscal court
gave $500, he said. He
did not know whether
the money would be
recovered.
Police began at 5 a.m.
Monday serving 72 people with warrants listing
114 charges. No problems were reported
during the arrests.
Most were arraigned
(hiring a special court

Burley sales reported
LEXINGTON, Ky.,( AP)
- Kentucky burley
farmers sold over 21
million pounds of leaf,
for an average price of
$160.26 per one hundred
pounds.
The Federal-State
Market News Service
reported the average
price Monday to be up 41
cents from the previous
sale.
Lebanon growers collected the highest
average price, at more

Events... (Cont'd from page 9)
Wednesday • Dec. ls
Wednesday, Dec. 18
%1ednesday, Dec. lx
First
Baptist Church
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Adult V of Sunday
Phi will have its pro- School Department of Women will meet at 7
gressive dinner party First Baptist Church p.m. at home of Sharon
starting at6:30 p.m. at will meet at noon in Clark.
---home of Rowena and Fellowship
Hall of
Murray
Civitan Club
John Emerson.
church.
is scheduled to meet at 7
---p.m. at Homeplace
Xi Alpha Delta
Family Restaurant.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Carol Poe Group of
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
- - -Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at
#1 Nation
Wide (One)
6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant at
Compare Price & Quality
Draffenville.
---Thanks for shopping our
Senior Citizens activities will be from 10
store for 26 years. We truly
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
appreciate your business.
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
MERRY CHRISTMAS
---Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 2 p.m. at
club house.
222 So. 12th-753-5865
- --Hazel Woman's Club
will have its Christmas
Business Deductions
dinner party at 6:30
This year may be the
p.m. at The Feedbag,
last year to get
Hazel.
investment tax credit
---Buy now in 1985
Mothers Day Out will
Dwain Taylor
be at 9 a.m. at First
Chevrolet, Inc.
S. 12th St. Murray 753 2611
Baptist Church.

Fraaces Drake

The untouchable sections apparently include
a provision for the state
to set rates of hospijals
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the star, say, read the
that allow spending in a
forecast given for your birth sign
single year to exceed 125
FOR WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER lh, 1985
ARIES
percent of the consumer
mit SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
price index.
ict 23 to No 21
(
41€
A flirtation may not be sincere
Here are some other
Spur of the moment buy mg is
What's more,something about it goes likely today, hut you need to guard
comments offered Monagainst your principles. Stay clear of against unnecessary extravagant...
day about the bill:
troublesome situations.
Stereos and VCRs capture your faxicN
- Gary Sherlock,
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
representing Humana
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov 22 to Det 21)
Hospital University,
The unreliability of others becomes
A penchant for adventure and
Louisville - Earmarkapparent now A social appointment romance today could cause
to he
ing a quarter of the 1
may not be kept. Be careful of at odds with a family inendwr ii /11
percent levy to reimresources. Don't fall for someone's may experiment with the latest
burse hospitals for
line.
fashion craze
charity care is "woefulGEMINI
CAPRICORN
ly_inadequate."
(May 21 to June 20)
(1)14• 22 to Jan l)
l;t
----c Irving Lipetz,
It's best to do things for yourself
A tendency to indist•retion Lould
Louisville, representing
now. Don't count on others' coopera- lead you off tho straight and narviw
the Kentucky Association. Developments in both career path today lie sur, not to h..
tion of Older Persons and relationships keep your head
negligent cow...rung applantments
The elderly like the
spinning.
AQUARIUS
bill's requirements for
CANCER
(.Jan 20 to Feb Is
publication of a yearly
(June 21 to July 22)
H.' sure to act opt partN invitationconsumer listing of
Though love at first sight may. today i'nexpecteil developm,f , ihospital rates and seroccur on the job, it will be hard to mean pleasant surprises tor
vices; itemized bills for
keep your mind on your work. However, watt h t•xcess spending
all hospital patients
Distractions seem to rule this day.
PISCES
war
within 10 days of
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20 t
discharge, and screen(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You need to watch our p s and q's
ing by the Cabinet for
You're restless and want to vary when socializing with higher-ups
Human Resources
your routine today. The search for today You could do the wrong thing
before people can be adpleasure, however,could prove costly in an unguarded moment.
mitted to nursing
in terms of time and money wasted.
Yf /1 7 HI(RN Tot-)Ay are drawn to
homes.
VIRGO
politics and administrative work You
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
- James Judy, Kenhave executive talents anti also
Unexpected company could upset would make a fine business adviser
tucky Association of
your schedule. Unconventional beha- You're at home in intellectual spheres
Health Care Facilities,
vior on the part of a relative may lead and would mu)a career as a law-yer,.
Frankfort - The section
to misunderstandings.
denying Medicaid payteacher or writer A tendency to be
LIBRA
suspicious of those who would help
ment for more than two
iS
(Sept 23 to Oct.22)
you can, delay your progress. You are
doctor's visits per
Impromptu
meetings
likely
are
skilled at getting your ideas across to
month to a nursing
Music is important to some of you others, but sometimes can be fixed in
home patient should intoday. Work output may be erratic. your views. Birthday of Betty. Grable.
clude an exception for •
Nervousness or excitability is possi- actress. Roger Smith. actor. and Saki.
emergencies.
ble.
writer.
- Aretta Baughn and
Faye Massey, CovRead the
ington, Northern Kentucky Welfare Rights
Association - Requir- want ads daily
ing indigent adults to
pay $1 per visit to a docStit;S•
tor's office or hospital,
111a5
except in emergencies,
rifl9tsale
would discourage poor
.
•
aerietA
people from seeking
-0•01,1*4
medical help.
Stir.
(4131'
Altt •
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*et:•VA
41.
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Merry
hiristmas

risco

All trees have been drasticall
reduced. The proceeds will help
the area youth.

HELLO

We're coming your way
with In nights of thanks
to all our friends.

Located Between
Druther's
Restuarant
and Boone's
Laundry on
U.S. 641

Southern
States
Co-Operative
Industrial Rd.
753-1423

Complete Auto Repair
753-8868

103 N. 7th

We Sell Only The Best
Let Gibsons ship that
Country Ham now so it
will be sure to get
there for the holidays.

'Us the reason
they'll be jolly...

Choice Sides of
225 Lb. or 300 Lb.

(Formorly Sir Thomas Smoke Shop)

Beef

For All Your
Santa's Needs

No Charge tor Curren Verboten.]•

g

Lb

$ 1 3
5

Partin

Sausage
Aged

Tappan Microwave
W/Defrost Cycle

We Deliver
Special Low Price

Doc. 12 & 13
9-8
Dec. 14
• 9-5
Doc. 16-24
9-8

Optimist Club of Murray

May the sights and
sounds of the seaFo^, be yours today

The Emporium

Court Square Mall
114W. Broadway
Mayfield
247-0020
Holiday Hours:

•*-1744‘4.(-..

rev

•

A MICROWAVE

—Pipes
—Makers Mark
•Benwade
Bourbon Chocolates
*Jolley
—Ehrlor's Chocolates
•Alpha
—Lindt's Swiss Choc.
— Tobacco
—Collard & Bowser
—Cigars
English Toffee's
— Accessories
—Popcorn In tins
—John Conti
—Abbey Cheeses
Gourmet Coffee and Sausages

A

obE

PIONEER

"World of Sound"

4.is\i
1°0, "

$135

$ 1 39

/
1 2 , Whole or
Center Slices

Country Ham
Order Gibson's Delicious
Country Baked Ham for
the Holidays now!

".;
0

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
" 209 S. 3rd .St.
753-5341

GIBSON HAM CO,

Phone 753-1601
7 am 5 pm Mon Fri
We Accept,
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a m 12 pm Set
Food Stamps
'Only Federal Incce,',,,! Vent klarkpt 1r' kl,rrat
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Kentucky River locks need repairs, says study

•

FRANKFORT Ky.
API — Whoever owns
locks five through 14 on
the Kentucky River
faces an expensive prospect of repairing or
replacing the aging
structures just to keep

them standing, according to an engineering
report.
The state of Kentucky
is operating the locks
and providing minor
maintenance for the
structures under a

We've Got
Something For You
During The Hustle And Bustle Of Christmas
Shopping Stop By The Seafood Express For
QUICK And EASY Fillets Of Your Favorite
Seafood
or
Stop In For A Sit Down At Our Unique Cajun Cafe Experience Louisiana Style Eatin'il
•Lunch Only
• 1 1 00 300 Tues. Wed & Thurs Only
804 Coldwater Road

753-6149

three-year agreement
with the Army Corps of
Engineers.
The corps' "full intent
is to divest themselves
of the locks and dams on
the Kentucky River,"
Natural Resources
Secretary Charlotte
Baldwin told members
of the General
Assembly's Kentucky
River Task Force on
Monday.
The Louisville firm of
Daugherty & Trautwein
Inc. was given a $174,000
contract to study the
condition of the locks
-and dams and what they
found was not encouraging to any prospective
owner.
The report concludes
that the structures
should be replaced, at a
cost of some $200
million, over the next 55
years.
The study agrees with

the corps that traffic on
the river above Lock 4
at Frankfort to Lock 14
near Beattyville does
not justify the cost of
maintaining the structures. That conclusion
led the corps to halt lock
operations for more
than a year before the
agreement with the
state.
But because much of
the region's population
relies on the river as a
water supply, the report
concludes that the
series of dams must be
maintained.
Some structures need
attention more than
others.
We found that(dam
number five is approaching a state of
failure," David
Daugherty told the task
force.
Dam five, like six and
seven, is nearly 150
years old.
The wooden substructure of dams six and
seven has already collapsed in places and

they have been
repaired. Dam five
faces the same prospect
of failure.
There is no danger to
life or property should
the dam fail, Ted Trautwein emphasized. But
because the 14-mile long
pool behind the dam
would fall, it could
jeopardize water supplies for, among others,
the cities of
Lawrenceburg and
Versailles.
Repairs to number
five would be prohibitively expensive.
Lock 12 is also "approaching total
failure," the report concludes. Settling of the
area around the lock has
buckled the lock wall,
leading to leakage.
Daugherty said he
would not recommend
that larger locks be built
if the structures are
replaced. Even though
the size of the current
locks is blamed for the
lack of commercial use,
Daughtery said the cost
would not be iustified.

THE ACES®
"Only those who dare to fail greatly
can ever achieve greatly."
— Robert F. Kennedy.

Should South ever have to risk the
loss of a trump trick with today's
solid holding? Not every day, to be
sure; only on those days when there
is something greater to gain.
In most games, South wins his
heart ace and plays the king and ace
of trumps. A diamond is led and
South's 10 goes to West's ace. West
cashes a heart, leads another heart
to force South to ruff, and it's all
NORTH
12-17-A
•A 8
•6 3
•9 8 6 2
4h 10 5 4 3 2
WEST
EAST
•9 3
•6 2
V K Q 10 9 7 4
J 52
•A 7 3
•Q 5 4
•A 8
•K Q J 97
SOUTH
46K Q J 10 7 5 4
•A8
•K J 10
•6
Vulnerable: East-West. Dealer:
South.
The bidding:
South
1•
3•

Holiday
Monday-Friday
'til 8
- Saturday 9-5
Sunday 1-5

urkingilam {all,
Court Square

cljou
Twee ad do9
CAJitiiiig

Let us be fillet1 with contentment
on this Christmas Day...as we
reflect upon the miracle of His
birth. Peace, loye and joy to all!

West Kentucky Rural
Telephone Co-Op
Mayfield, Ky.
753-4351

North
Pass
4•

East
3
All pass

Opening lead: Heart king

Hours...

Dixieland Center

West
2V
4V

101t

Chictstmag

Swift
Roofing
Robert Swift, Owner and Employees
Industrial Road
753-5976

BOBBY WOLFF

over. When East's diamond queen
fails to drop under South's king, the
defenders score a total of one heart,
two diamonds and one club, down
one.
A better approach to losing only.
one diamond trick accepts the possibility of losing a trump trick — a
risk that South should accept to win
two entries to dummy.
After winning his heart ace,South
should lead a trump to dummy's
eight, finessing against West's nine.
When this wins, South finesses
against East's diamond queen. Later he returns to dummy with the
trump ace, and the repeated diar
mond finesse earns him 10 tricks.
Many will go down only one with
today's cards. Only those with a
touch of class will risk down two.
BID WITH THE ACES
12-17-B

South holds:
•6 2
•J 52
•Q 5 4
•KQJ 97
North
1 NT

South
9

ANSWER: Three no-trump. The solid club-holding tips the scales in favor of the slight overbid.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P.0
Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addr
essed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, lean United Feature Syndicate

Jury convicts six defendants
WASHINGTON (AP
Kelvin Smith, 20;
— Six of 10 defendants in
'Charles Turner, 21;
what is believed to be Steven Webb, 20;
and
the city's largest Clifton Yarborough,
17.
homicide trial face up to Each was convic
ted of
life in prison after being two counts of
felony
convicted of savagely murder, kidnapping
and
beating a woman in an armed robbery.
alley while a crowd
The Superior Court
watched.
jury acquitted Alphonzo
Following 61/2 days of Harris. 23, and Felicia
deliberations, the jury Ruffin, 17, the only
also acquitted two woman charged in
the
defendants Monday and killing.
were returning to the
"Let's just say that
courthouse today to con- justice was done." said
tinue considering the Barbara Wade, the viccases of two other. tim's sister, who
sat
defendants.
through each day of the
Prosecutors said 20 or trial.
more people may have
Lawyers for several
been in the alley when of those convicted said
Catherine L. Fuller, 48. they were considering
was dragged into a filing appeals. Attorn
ey
litter-strewn garage and Steven Kiersh.
viciously assaulted Oct. representing Webb,said
1. 1984.
the "gang" atmosphere
Her death set off one of the mass court proof the largest manhunts ceeding prevented a
fair
in the city's history and trial.
police arrested 17
Two men, Calvin Lee
District of Columbia Alston and Harry James
residents.
Bennett, had pleaded
Facing penalties of 50 guilty to reduced
years to life in prison charges in exchange
for
are Levy Rouse, 20; their testimony at the
Timothy Catlett, 20; trial.

One man was
awaiting trial and the
cases of four others
were pending.
Witnesses testified
during the five-week
trial that Mrs. Fuller, a
mother of six, had gone
to the store to buy
medicine for a sore
ankle when she was
pointed out as a possible
robbery victim by a
group of youths.
The youths began to
follow her, witnesses
said. She was pushed into the alley and dragged
to the abandoned
garage, where she was
beaten and a foot-long
pole was thrust into her
rectum, witnesses
testified.
She died of multiple
blunt *force injuries,
authorities said.

Ruling made
on buyout

WASHINGTON (AP)
— A partnership controlled by newspaper
publisher Mario Vazquez Rana will be allowBusiness Deductions ed to buy United Press
This year may be the
International if the Mexlast year to get
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
ican businessman
investm
ent tax credit
WI. EOM ,I•TOVe stumps up
agrees not to take the
Buy now in 1985
to 24 below the wound
reins of the news service
Dwain Taylor
035 4343 of 435 4319
until
the sale is. final, a
; We Now Houl Pt Growel
Chevrolet, Inc.
S. 12th St. Murray 753 2611 federal judge says.
U.S. Bankruptcy
Judge George Francis
Bason Jr. on Monday
For all your T-ovel Reservations Coll
gave Vazquez Rana until late today to decide
whether he will wait to
become UPI's chief executive officer until the
sale is finalized, probably in a few months.
Bason said, however.
esen
tog
'FM'
he would allow atAmerican and International Traveltime
torneys for either UPI
or Vazquez Rana to file
for a 48-hour extension
of the deadline.

Marjorie and Bill Major

Hoping you all enjoy
miles of smiles this
bright Christmas time...
and accept our special
appreciation for your
friendship and loyalty.

753-0880

YOU CAN'T BUY this
washing machine...
BUT YOU CAN USE IT HERE!
ir
Perfect For:
*Permanent Press

5

•Delicates
*Cottons
•

Purdom
Motors, Inc.

You'll get the Cleanest, Whitest,
Brightest Wash ever...

Olds-Pont.Cad.-Buick
1406 Main
753-3315

Only At The
6th & Poplar
Location.
11
poo

We Guarantee It!

•

SOONERS
Laundry & Cleaners
13th & Main
61h & Poplar

753-2552

North 12th
603 Main

—

'41011fiabilatiONOMINWO

and goes. The doctor gave me some
salve, but it's still bothering me What
could it be?
DEAR READER — From the information you supply, I cannot be certain
why you have a recurring sore under
your breast. Perhaps a dermatologist
could help you. However, there is a
well-known skin condition called intertrigo that is often present in heavybreasted women. In intertrigo, a moist
and inflamed area can develops where
breast skin touches abdominal skin. If
the moisture is chronic, the skin can
become rubbed raw in that spot. and
bacteria and yeast can thrive.
This problem can be remedied by
using drying agents like cornstarch or
talc, or by wearing a breast support
that elevates the breasts from the abdomen. Also, breast sores also can be
produced by undergarments that rub
and irritate the skin. Try to protect
your breast in these ways and see if
the intermittent soreness disappears.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I am worried
about spider veins that are under my
left breast. There seems to be more of
them, and they are getting higher up
towards the nipple. I also have them
on my thighs and some on my legs.
What is causing these veins?
DEAR READER — "Spider veins"
are veins or large capillaries that
have been stretched and distended.
Some people appear to inherit the tendency to have this. In others, the venous dilation may be due to partial ob-

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Hospitals offer
colostomy help
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR.GOTT — Will you please
give me some information on having
to wear a bowel bag after surgery?
DEAR READER — A colostomy or
ileostomy bag is a plastic device, attached to the skin at the point where
bowel surgery took place, to collect fecal contents. Although there are many
physical and emotional problems inherent in wearing such a bag, it is
sometimes a necessary consequence
of intestinal operations. Most surgeons who perform this procedure can
give you detailed advice about bowel
bags. In addition, many hospitals employ professional endostomal therapists whose job it is to help patients after intestinal surgery.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I've had a sore
under my breast for al/ear. It comes

Inmate facility planned
FRANKFORT, Ky..
(AP)— The Corrections
Cabinet plans to use a
building on the Central
State Hospital grounds
in Louisville as a
100-bed facility for older
and convalescing inmates, an official said.
Deputy Secretary
Jack Lewis said Monday that the geriatric
facility is needed, both
to take care of those
prisoners with special
needs and to free up
beds in medium security institutions.
A proposal for a
separate geriatric
facility was made by a
special task forced appointed by Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.

Because of the special
problems of the older inmates, most of them are
housed at either the
Kentucky State Reformatory or the Luther
Luckett complex, rather
than at minimum security institutions.
"They're taking up
medium -security beds,"
Lewts.said.
To build an additional

struction of the blood vessels. Check
with your doctor to make sure there
isn't a reversible and treatable cause
for your problem.
DEAR DR GOTT — I'm a woman,
63 years old. I've had a rotator cuff
problems in both shoulders. I had surgery in one arm and have all the
movement back, but still have lots of
pain. I get cortisone injections three or
four times a year. My other shoulder is
getting really bad. Should I have surgery on that arm?
DEAR READER — The rotator
cuff is a cone of gristle that stabilizes
the upper arm in the shoulder socket.
If it becomes inflamed, medicine — in
pill or injectable form — may help the
pain. If the cuff tears, it has to be repaired surgically. Your orthopedic
surgeon can best advise you if further
operations are indicated. There is no
guarantee that surgery will permanently repair the damage,but it is certainly an option to consider.
Cortisone shots may give relief of
symptoms, but repeated injections
have been shown to weaken the cuff so
that, sooner or later, tearing or rupture may occur.
What are the benefits of VITAMIN
E? Dr. Gott's new Health Report tells
what's true — and what isn't. Send 75
cents plus a long self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2597,
Cincinnati. OH 45201. Be sure to ask
for the Health Report on Vitamin E.
1985, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

100 medium security
beds would cost $6.7
million, Lewis said.
Lewis said a
perimeter fence will be
built and the facility will

held sometime next
week, but state law
prevents any action until 90 days after the
hearing.

be run as if it were
medium-security.
A public hearing on
the prociosal was
originally scheduled to
be held in Louisville on
Friday, but had to be
canceled. Lewis said
public notice was not
given in time.
The hearing will be
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Leader of Oak Ridge group supports temporary dump
NASHVILLE. Tenn.
I
— A leader of an
Oak Ridge group that
wants a proposed
nuclear waste depot
said the temporary
dump would speed up,
not slow down, the
search for a final
repository in the West.
Karl J. Notz, a
physical chemist who is
chairman of the MRS
Information Group.
made the comment in a
letter to Sen. Ward Crutchfield. D-Chattanooga,
chairman of a SenateHouse committee studying the proposal by the
Department of Energy.
The storage depot,
proposed for the abandoned Clinch River
Breeder Reactor site,
would temporarily hold
wastes from nuclear
power plants in sealed
containers. DOE calls it
a monitored retrievable
storage facility — or
MRS. The wastes eventually are to be moved
to a permanent storage
site to be selected in the
West.

SEASON'S
GREETINGS

,"You have heard it
claimed that the MKS
would delay a final
repository," Notz said.
"That is a myth .. The
MRS will make ithel
decision ion locating a
final repository ) easier
and faster to implement
once it is made."
Notz made the letter
public Monday.
"As a long-time resident of Oak Ridge and
as one who plans to
retire to Roane County.
I urge you and your
committee to respect
the needs and desires of
our local area." wrote
Notz. "We need the

MRS.for many reasons,
and we want the MRS.
••Should your committee decide to recommend against the MRS
— and that seems to be
the way you are headed
— please make it plain
that you do so over the
objections of the Oak
Ridge-Roane County
community," Notz
wrote
Attached to Notz' letter was a statement
listing what the information group says are
benefits of the proposed
project These ,include
his claim that the depot
would benefit Combus-

tion Engineering's plant
at Chattanooga.
Headquartered in
Stamford, Conn., Combustion Engineering's
Chattanooga plant was
a leading manufacturer
of nuclear power plant
vessels before a
slowdown in the
industry.
"Combustion
Engineering is down
from 4,000 employees to
500," Notz wrote "The
MRS will need transportation casks, made out
of heavy steel. Chattanooga has a lot at
stake here."

All that is dear,
that is lasting,
renews its hold on us.
We are home again.

May every happiness be
y011 I's this Christmas
4-4•711

qaq,0-tn

,,1 9\

-•

*
Our Wish S
For You
We express the
hope that you
and your loved
ones find joy
and peace this
holiday season.

Hog market
Federal State Market Sea. Ser
tire December 17. 111145
Isentuck
Purchase %reit Hog
Market Report Includes 41 Buying
stations
Iterelpta: Act. 0114 Est. /100 Harems
& 4.11b4 .75.1.1M higher So,.-,‘
3 1441,
LIM higher
1 14 1 2 210-240 lb..
147.50 4/4.00
1.
1 1 1 200 210 lbw.
$411.20.47.511
1 '4-22 210-3,))) lb..
1147.110.47.50
14 3 4 250 270 lb..
144.00.47.00
son•
S 1 2 270 350 lb..
1134.00 35.110
1 S 1 3 340)430 lb..
134.00 35.50
t 14 I 3 420-31)0 lb..
$34.34.) 341.110
S I 3 Oser 5410 lb..
1.341.00.35.541
1 s 2 3 300 500 lb.,.
$7.1.00.34.00
•
530.00- 31.50

Ellis
g
101 Poplar Popcorn Co
753-5451

Murray Auto Parts
and the North Branch Store

605 Maple

753-4424

a"MPL0o-40114°-~1414101
1MeriainVolWoltitalibes*
4,1
or°
:0
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To Our Annual
Holiday
Rooms

The Gift Th
All Year L
Mtierrs y Ledge
1001 Ilhitnell Ave. P.O. Box 1040

Call
Circulation
At
753-1916

•

December 18-24

all offices

(during regular banking hours)

Bank of Murray

•
•

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC
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MSU menagerie
joins forces to
triumph in OT
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
When the Murray State roll was called up
yonder in Racer Arena Monday night, college
basketball fans found Zeke Macklin rising from
the offensive dead. Glenn Sanders playing in a
zombie stupor from three exams that morning:
Curtis Davis returning from knee injury limbo
and Chuck Glass. Mr. Complete. was busy getting freight-trained by everyone but the popcorn
vendors.
The MSC menagerie combined for a dramatic
70-63 non-conference overtime victory against
visiting Bowling Green (Ohio); a team that is ohfor-1985 after five outings.
"They were hungry to beat somebody,"
Macklin assured, after he scored 15 points to
break out of a scoring slump this season. "We
'.started off sort of nonchalant, and we took them
a little lightly. I started off the game with a dunk
trying to get the team and myself motivated, but
they managed to take us out of our offense and
got us standing around in our man defense a lot
tonight.
"Our intensity just wasn't there tonight and
right up to the end it could have gone to either
team."
Macklin scored on a dunk, assisted by Toney
Ford. to give Murray a 9-4 lead in the first few
minutes. He also started the scoring in the second half with a stuff to cut Bowling Green's
30-26 margin to two. The 6-5 senior guard from
Memphis closed the night's scoring with another
dunk at :03, this one assisted by Glenn 'Ozone'
Sanders.
"I had an off game. I'm not going to lie about
it. I was in another world tonight." Sanders admitted. "I had three exams today, the last one
ended at around 2 and we had our pregame meal
around 2:30. I didn't have much time to get into
the game and my mind was definitely
somewhere else."
Sanders came down to earth long enough to
score off a steal in overtime that broke a 58-58
tie. Bowling Green never recovered. He also hit a
23-foot jumper with 1:39 showing in the extra
period to push the Racer advantage to 62-59.
"I like to have the ball when it's that time in
the ball game, whether it's shooting jumpers or
at the line, even though I missed one (free throw
near the end of regulation I tonight," Sanders
said.
The junior point guard from Richmond
Heights, Mo., said he was looking for someone to
lift him from the doldrums all night. He was
-seeking a dunker from out of the blue.
Instead he got a once-lame post player named
Davis who taw his first action tonight since he
hurt a knee in the season opener seven games
ago.
"Curtis is back," MSU coach Steve Newtonappraised. "We've been watching the recovery of
his knee very closely and we've had him -on the
weights quite a bit. His knee looked very good
tonight and we're glad to have him back in the
lineup. He did a nice job on the boards, he passed
well ... we need that at the post right now."
. Davis entered the game when the Racers were
down by three, 42-39, and by the time he left

Purcell named
to NCAA tennis
region committee
SANIBEL HARBOR, Fla. — Bennie Purcell,
Murray State men's tennis coach and six-time
Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the Year, has
been appointed to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Region III selection
committee.
Purcell will be one of five committee
members responsible for selecting players, who
qualify from 64 Region III universities, to attend the NCAA tennis championships.
The appointment was announced this week as
Purcell was attending the annual Intercollegiate Tennis C6aches Association meeting
in Florida.
Along with the selection committee duties,
Purcell was re-appointed to the ITCA committee which has been studying changing the format of collegiate tennis matches.
According to Purcell, the committee has
made recommendations to the ITCA which will
shorten the length of tennis matches in order to
attract more spectators.
"We've suggested that they play the doubles
matches first, among other things, to try and
establish a more definite timespan for the college matches," Purcell said today in a
telephone interview."We feel that if a spectator
knows a match will start at 2 and end at 4, he
might stick around: whereas if he didn't know if
it was going to end, say before 6 or 7, he
wouldn't want to wait through the whole thing,."
According to Purcell, 230 college tennis
coaches attended the ITCA meeting this year.

•

Patriots title hid
rejected by Miami
in 30-27 decision

STOCKING STUFFERS — (Above) Murray
State's Zedrie Macklin broke out of a scoring
slump with several slam dunks in Monday's 70-6.3
overtime Racer victory over Bowling Green.
(Right) Curtis Davis returned to the !MSC lineup
after a knee injury and made his presence known
with this jam.
Photos by Jim Rector
seven minutes later the Racers were up by three,
49--.O. He had four free throws and three rebounds during his brief but productive return.
Later he emphasized his comeback with a
double-fisted slam off an assist by Glass in
overtime.
Saving the best for last, in this case, Mr.---Everything Chuck Glass put on a show to complement the entire Racer roster. He passed for
three assist's, stole three Bowling Green tosses,
hit 7 of 14 from the field and 6 of 7 from the line
for a game-high 20 points, blocked two shots and
hauled down a career-high 11 rebounds.
Newton was crowing about his senior forward
from Elkton. Ky., about all that, plus the way he
literally sacrificed himself for the victory. -He
took five charges in the second half which must
be some kind of give-up-your-body record. He
really does it all for us," Newton said.
But while the Racers were pulling the ring
from the fire. Bowling Green was playing particularly tough for an 0-5 team which lost to
MoreheAri
•
7,1 to Defiance in overtime.

66-64: to Princeton. 59-52; and to Akron 90-85.
Jim Smith scored 18 for the Falcons and Brian
Miller had 12. The Falcons shot 65 percent from
the field 113-20) the first half and ended up with a
respectable 56 percent for the game.
The difference in the game could be summed
up in turnovers as the Racers committed 16 to 23
for the Falcons. Newton attributed his team's
sixth win in eight outings to defensive pressure in
the second half.
Saturday the Racers finish their preChristmas home schedule with a game against
Southern Illinois-Carbondale. Next Monday the
Racers travel to Memphis State for a 7:30 p.m.
contest.
HOWLING GREEN (63)- smIth 15 2-6 16. Milter 6-10 0-0 12. Tyler 3 422
s Marlene' 4 10 0-0 •Niass 35 1 2 7 Gregory 2-3 0-0 4. Hooker 0-0 22
2.
S•houl, 1 :'12 RobirisOn 1 2 0-0 2 Totals 26-507-12112
MURRAY ST (70)- Glass 7-14117 20. Macklin 6-11 3-5 15. Sanders 5-15 2-3
12. Ford 3• to 0 4.14.4 1 Ii154144. 1 1 4.4 6. Martin 1-2 2 3 4 Flowers 1-21 23. Kim
hrough 1 4 0 0 Jeffery 1-2 liii 2. Mann 0- I Il-fH fironston 0-0 0-0 ce Totals
211.112 Is 24 70
Halftime - (0; 3c MS-1" 211 Fouled out - Norte Rebounds - HG 30
Martenel Smith
MS! 3:1 it:lass 11 An,,! - HG 16 'Miller 5 i.
NISI 13
.1. Tot., •
- LIG 20. NISI 16 t
.2.550

Tiger desire spells difference in win over St. Mary
PADUCAH — Murray all year
said Miller,
High's 64-53 basketball coach at MHS.
victory over host St.
The Tigers used a
Mary on Monday was balanced team effort to
summed up in one word turn the tide in the seby Tiger coach Cary cond quarter as Stanley
Miller .
Rutledge scored six of
Desire.
his game-high 24 points
"It was a hard-played then and Rodney Skingame, but our guys ner added four of his
wanted this one. It was eventual 12 at that time,
probably the best defenMurray pulled away
sive game we've played by eight, 29-21, because

o -the 20-10 soring diference in the second
period.
"We managed to get
to them with our press
in the second quarter
and we pulled away
after that." Miller said.
Ramsey Ellington
scored 11 points and
Mark Miller grabbed 12
rebounds and scored
seven points to con-

tribute to the Tigers'
SLATE'S'S.

St.Mary was led by
sophomore Geserge
Joseph with 20 points;
senior Timmy Hayden
had 14 and the only
returning starter from
last season — Donald
Overstreet — added 10.
Coach Miller emphasized that St.Mary
was a very tough 1-7

tot
-.419

4110

tavr
.•••••

team and although his
tE4tri won handily, what
he was looking for in his
team was not reflected
in the post-game
scoreboard.
"This time of year
wins and losses take
care of themselves,"
Miller said. "Effort and
improvement are what
we're concerned about
and against St.Mary I
saw a little of both for
us.
The victory evened
the Tigers' record at 3-3
going into Friday's
home game against

rival Calloway County.
Miller said the Lakers
will probably field a
quicker team than his
squad, but Murray
should have a height
advantage.
Tipoff time for the
girls game is 6:30 p.m.
with the -boys playing
immediately
afterwards.
MURRAY HIGH (64) - Skinner 12
Hest 6. Steely i. Rutledge 14 Ell
ington II. Miller 7 Totals - 27 10 16
64
ST MARY (53) - Hayden 14.
Joseph 20. Overstre,440 Harbison 1
Simms 2. Hatcher 2. North 1 Totals
- 21 5 S 53

•
•

•

4r

CEFISUll

May this holiday season
be decorated with peace,joy
and love! Noel!

The way we figure, this
Christmas Is going to be
the best one yet? Hope it
adds up to lots of smiles!
ci

•
•

West Ky. Rural Electric
Mayfield

1215 Broadway

753-5012

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank
MURRAY DOVvNTOWI4
BRANCH
7th and Main

MIAMI (AP) — Miami's bend-but-don't-break
defense could have snapped, but Glenn
Blackwood would *have none of it against New
England.
With Monday night's National Football League
game between the Dolphins and Patriots on the
line. Blackwood came up with hitecend interception of Tony Eason to preserve a 30-27
triumph that carried Miami a step closer to
claiming its third straight AFC Eastern Division
title.
"The ball was just a little overthrown," the
veteran safety said of the last-minute pass intended for New England tight end Derrick
Ramsey. "It wasn't really a great play, just a
good play at a great time."
There haven't been many like it for the Miami
defense this season. While thetinit has started to
jell during the team's current six-game winning
streak, it's been a Dan Marino-led offense that's
repeatedly bailed the club out of tough
situations.
Marino did his job again Monday night, directing a fourth-quarter drive leading to Fuad
Reveiz' 47-yard game-winning field goal after
New England scored two touchdowns in 15
seconds to erase a 14-point deficit.
But in the end, it was inspired defense that
prevented New England, 10-5, from clinching its
first AFC East title since 1978 and extended the
Patriots' losing streak in the Orange Bowl to 18
games.
"When we had to come through we did." said
Marino, who completed 17 of 33 passes for 192
yards to become the second quarterback in NFL
history to throw for more than 4,000 yards in a
season twice.
Rookie fullback Ron Davenport also scored
touchdowns on a pair of 1-yard runs set up by
Marino's passing.
"It was a tough loss for us and a heckuva win
for the Dolphins," said Patriots Coach Raymond
Berry.

Top 20 Hoop Teams
By Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams In the Associated Press' college basketball
poll. with lIrsl.place votes in parentheses. total points based on
20-19-16-17 16-15-14-13-12-11- 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2 I. record through I N., 16
and last week's ranking
Record Pts Pvs
1 North Carolina '45t
741
1
1260
2 Michigan • 14 •
90
1191
2
3 Duke 4 .
6-0
1146
3
4 Syracuse
6-0
1073
1
5 Georgetown ill
9140
6-0
5
6 Kansas
Ill
7
93A
7 Georgia Tech
933 5
1-1
11 Oklahoma
P4.0
775
h
9 Louisiana State
S•0
713 11
10 Memphis State
70
647 12
11 St John's
k 1
609 14
12 Net: -Los Vegas
51
516 13
13 Kentucky
51
433 9
14 Ala ,H1rmingham
i
112 16
IS Illinois
62
352 10
16 Louisville
52
306 15
17 Indiana
41
262
laDePaul
40
265 19
19 Notre Dame
216 17
4-1
20 Virginia Tech
71
55

Seasons
reetings
Our frosty greetings are filled
with cheer, at this fun filled time of year. To all
our friends we'd like to say,
"let's make this the merriest Christmas day!" -/

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grow* Rd.

733-3742

1
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Poe sets Racer Arena record

Lady Racers recover to turn back SIU-E
Freshman guard
Rona Poe put on a scoring show that set a new
Racer Arena women's
record Monday as the
Murray State Lady
Racers ousted visiting
Southern Illinois Edwardsville, 83-75.
Poe, a former Marshall County Lady Marshal, hit 15 of 18 shots
from the field and all
four free throws to score
34 of her team's points.
The 34-point output
was two points shy of
Jackie Mounts' school
• record of 36 set against
Western Kentucky in
1978. Dianne Oakley had
35 in a game againkt
Tennessee Tech in 1983
making Poe's production the third-highest
scoring game by a Lady
Racer.
Poe also had three

steals and three assists
in 39 minutes.
Another former Lady
Marshal, senior Shawna
Smith, pumped in 27
points off 13 of 18
shooting and 1-for-1 accuracy at the line. She
too played 39 minutes
and had three assists
and one steal.
The Lady Racers
followed the examples
set by Poe and Smith
and shot 60.7 percent
from the field for the
game. In the second half
they canned 20 of 31
shots for a blistering
64.5 percent cadence.
SIU-Edwardsville
wasn't far off the pace,
however, as the visitors
shot 68.7 percent the second half (20-30) and
ended up with a 57.9 percent average from the
field.
In all, the night

Calloway girls stun
Lone Oak in runaway
LONE OAK - Call it a
dress rehearsal for Friday's game at Murray
High, if you will, but call
it a decisive victory for
Calloway County's Lady
Lakers,

RECORD SETTER - Murray State freshman guard Rona Poe, No.20 pictured here in an earlier home game, set a Racer Arena women's scoring
record Monday night by pumping in 34 points in MSli's 83-75 victory over
visiting Southern Illinois-Edwardsville.
Photo by Chris Evans

Lady Tigers topple St. Mary,
49-42, with total team effort

The CCHS girls
traveled to Lone Oak
and ripped through the
Lady Purple Flash,
74-44, in regional basketball action Monday
night.
CCHS coach John Orr
was.glad his team performed up to par during
the last game before the
rivalry with Murray
High.
"It was important to
us to have a good game
against Lone Oak
because I felt like we
played well against
Marshall County the
game before, even
though we lost. We
wanted to build some
consistency and this
game came at just the
right time," Orr said.
The Lady Lakers ran
when they wanted to,
according to their
coach, and by halftime
they led comfortably,
37-17.
Balanced scoring was
the name of the game
for the Calloway girls as
Christy Anderson
scored 16, Amberly
Moss 12, Joanna Gibbs
10, and Sherri Gallimore
9. Seven other players
scored for CCHS.
The scoring was

Racers host Southern
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MSU hosts Kentucky
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SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance to help
pay soaring
hospital and
surgical bills, check
with State Farm.
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Kentucky High School Basketball

"Even though Lone
Oak beat Murray by 18,
I told our kids they can't
go by that. It will be an
emotional-type game
and whichever team settles into their game first
and doesn't get into early foul trouble will have
a definite advantage,"
Orr predicted.
In junior varsity action Monday,
Calloway's Marcia
Grimes scored 17 points
to lead the Lady Lakers
over Lone Oak, 45-21.
Angela Woods hauled in
10 rebounds and Grimes
had nine as the Lady
Lakers won their first
and only jv game this
season.

Murray Middle teams
split games at Calvert

Murray lost the lead
in the second half. when
SIU out-scored the
hosts, 12-4, and went up
43-39.
MSU trailed by as
much as 11,66-55, before
Poe started a scoring
jag that turned back the
visitors 24-4 and gave
the Lady Racers a 79-70
edge with 2:05 left.
During that tear, Poe,
Shawna Smith and
Sheila Smith -had eight
points apiece.
Wednesday the Lady

National Football League

satisfactory for Orr
since his team hit 56 percent of its field goals,
but he preferred the improvement in rebounding which produced 50
boards for the Lady
Lakers against Lone
Oak. Anderson and
Gibbs had nine each to
lead the team.
As a preparation for
Friday's Fourth District
matchup, Orr cautioned
his team against making comparative scores
with the Lady Tigers.

PADUCAH - Denise "but Randolph hit some
happy with that going
Randolph scored 14 and big free throws for us in
into Friday's game
Debbie Roos pitched in the end and we were
against Calloway
11 as the Murray High able to hold them off.
,ady Tigers knocked off This was probably Ran? County."
Harrell is banking on
,host Paducah St. Mary. dolph's career -best
the boost of Monday's
49-42, in high school game and Roos and
basketball Monday (Karen( Wolfe helped us win to carry over
against the Fourth
night.
with their senior leader- District
rivals who will
The Lady Tigers. now ship:too.
visit Murray's gym for a
3-2. shot out of the
6:30 p.m. game on
blocks early to take an
"We went into the
18-8 lead at the end of game with the intention Friday.
one quarter.
of playing a lot of girls
"It'll be a big emoMHS coach Jimmy and we ended up using
tional game for both
CALLOWAY CO (74) - Moss
Harrell insisted on 10. The teamwork is
teams, but sooner or
Darnell 4 Anderson 16 Hill 2
pressing the entire what won it for us,"
GaIllmore
9. Woods 3 Gibbs 10
later that emotion runs
Lamb I. Banks 6. Grimes 4
game and the Murray Harrell said.
out," Harrell said.
Muskgrow 7 Totals - 34.61 6-16 74
girls extended their lead
The Lady Tigers were "Then, you have
Total fouls - 25
to be
to 32-17 by halftime.
LONE OAK (44) - Neihoff 12
playing without the ser- able to rely
on good.
Schaffer 15. Gilbert 5. Godman 5
In the third quarter vices of junior forward
Rust 2. Reid 2. Brantley 2. Tick 1
solid basketball to win.
the Lady Tigers ex- Kelly Ridley, the only
Totals - 18 8 28 44
Hopefully we'll have the
Records - CCHS 3-2. LO 1.3
perienced a cold returning starter from
ability to play solid
shooting spell, hitting ..last Season, who missed
basketball when our
only two of 14 shots and the game because of
emotion runs out."
the host St. Mary's girls illness.
polled within eight.
MURRAY HIGH (49) - Bartell 5
Harrell said his team
36-28, by the end of three wanted to have a better Randolph 14 Roos 11 Long 6. Wolfe
Vlesterfeld 4, Prescott 2 Totals periods.
record than what they 19.47 11 2349
al MARY (42) - Roof 17. Roof 12.
"They came back on have, but he added.
• CALVERT CITY - the Tigers, 42-34.
I. Russell 4. Giovanacci 2.
us." Harrell recalled. "We're'3-2 and we'll be ("hoard
Murray Middle School
Haas 6 Totals - 16.55 10-32 12
Willis Cheaney scored
split two basketball 13 and Jody Ward had 10
games against host points and 12 rebounds
North Marshall Monday in the loss.
night.
Murray dropped to 1-3
The MMS Lady Tigers despite out-rebounding
BENTON - The first was exciting at the
In the girls contest, received 18 of their 28 their hosts,
40-27.
road games for the end," Waller said. "but O'Rourke's
Lady points from Jennifer
Rick Fisher, Tiger
Calloway County Middle I was scared to death in Lakers got 18 points
and Parker and Amy Parks coach, said his team is
School basketball teams the first half."
12 rebounds from Dawn to defeat North Mar- still trying
to establish
were marked by two
The Laker coach at- Sledd and Angie Miller shall, 28-24.
Itself and even though
CCMS victories, one be- tributed his team's slow pumped in six points
Parker had 10 points Murray will host
as
ing a landmark 100th start to first road game CCMS won 30-22 over and Parks
had eight, Calloway Middle School
triumph for Lady Laker jitters as the CCMS South Marshall.
plus 16 rebounds, for the teams on Thursday. the
coach Peter O'Rourke.
squad hit only four of 19
The victory was winners. North Mar- Tigers would
have to be
In boys action-,"Stan shots the first half.
No.100 for O'Rourke shall did succeed in considered
a "slight
Waller's Lakers put on a
Strong defense in the who has only seven shutting down Ann
underdog."
gutsy performance to second half, especially losses in seven seasons Greenfi
eld who was
"We know this."
rally from 21-9 at by Joey Waller. Tim at CCMS. His career averagi
ng 19.3 points Fisher said. "and right°
halftime against South Carpenter and Robert coaching record stands per game.
now we're just worried
Marshall to win 44-39 in Jones helped turn the at 250-24.
Greenfield managed about improving. I've
overtime.
game around for the
The Lady Lakers had four points for MMS, said from the
start of
"The fashion of the Lakers. It was Jones' to overcome serious foul now 3-1 overall.
the season it will progame was one where it steal and layup with :03 trouble to achieve the
In boys action. North bably be after
remaining that forced milestone victory for Marshall remained
Christmas before we're
the game into overtime their coach and they undefeated and improva good basketball
with the score tied even had to survive ed to 4-0 by turning backteam."
38-all.
O'Rourke's late-game
Andy Rickman, who tactics when he inended up with 13 points advertently ran a 3-3
and 10 rebounds, scored zone and was called for
off the overtime tip-off a technical foul.
and the Lakers went on
Thursday both CCMS
Calloway County to out-do the hosts
in the teams travel to crosshosted and defeated extra period
6-1. Waller town rival Murray MidMurray High's and Jones
ended up with dle School to end their
freshman boys basket- nine points
1985 schedules
apiece.
ball team. 51-28. Monday night.
Tim Armstrong led
the winners with 13
.-while James Payne's 17
points were game-high
for Murray High.
At the half the host
Lakers led by a wide
margin, 26.17
Calloway evened its
season record at 3-3.

belonged to the
shooters.
Barbie Drew came off
the bench to score 22 for
SIU-Edwardsville and
teammate Lori Blade
added 18. Tina Rich
tossed in 13 for the
losers as did Mia Smith
who also passed off nine
assists.
Murray went to the
lockers ahead 35-31 at
halftime when Shawna
Smith popped an
18-footer with a second
remaining.

Kentucky Prep Basketball
Cailowas t'o 74 Lone .}ak 44
Monday $ Games
Campbell Co 46. Scott 47
BOYS
Carroll Co 51. Grant Co 30
Ashland 60. Boyd Co 64 20T
Cm Country Day 36, Caltary ('hr
• Carroll Co F4. Gallatin Co 55
32
Daviess Co 65. Kfutesville Trio
Clark Co 76 Pendleton Co 54
61
Crittenden Co 54. Trigg Co 50
Franklin Simpson SO F:dmonson
Dixie Hts 73. CO, Holmes 67
Co Si
Fort Knox 69. Bethlehem 34
Murray 64. St Mary 53
Franklin Co 58. Henry Co 51
King of the Bluegrass Tourney
Grant Co 51 Carroll Co 38
First Round
Greenup Co 64. Boyd Co 56
Apollo 67, Lou Southern 54
Heath 50. Carlisle Co 36
Owensboro RI. Fleming Co 59
Henry Clay 441 Western Hills 44
GIRLS
Holy Cross 62. Brossart 39
Ftelfry 74. Johns Creek 26
Johnson Cent 72. Sheldon Clark 61
Breathitt Co 77 Knott Cent 76
Laurel Co 42 Somerset 29
Bullitt East 46 Jeffersontown 41
Leslie Co 63 Fleming Neon 55
Butler Co 64 Fordsville 341
Lax Lafayette 64. Bryan Stat 43

Lou Ma,
Lou PICP foi, Lou ,..ene,-.4
MC Napier 40 Ve0il•-•fr.r..,
"4141411Sirr, Cent raj
;
Marshall (.5 74 1.10 ine,'
59
Mr:1.1041C,
liern.n.:
Mayfield 44 Hi, solar.
Meade Co 62 Elizaheirli ,
Muhlenberg
.. Murray 49 Si Mary 42
Ni, nolas co 30 \LA:, n.17
Notre I iame 61 Sini.ir
Oldham Co 57
Iltt
41.1 Hat
C Shelby Co 54 1,0
W Hardin 39 LaRue
Warren East 94. •
,
Washiri,ton C.

College Basketball Results
College Basketball
Monday s Scores
By The Associated Press
SOUTH
Alabama 100. Florida St *9
Clemson 09. Baptist 63
E Tennessee St 97, Augusta
Georgia St 103. Valdosta St 99
Jackson St 70. SE Louisiana 69
Jacksonville St 64 Athens St 57
Murras- St 70 Bowling Green 63
OT

I

N Carolina AfirT 57 5, C Central
52
New Orleans 04 Oregon Tech 70
Northeastern 75 Stetson 61
Radford F3, Rider 56
Mississippi 106. Tenne-ssee
S
Tech 93
MIDWEST
Creighton 92. Austin Peay 64
Drake 74 William Jewell 446
Huron 63. Moorhead St 60
,ka St 95 S•,•ith Dakota 5F

SOUTHWEST
Louisiana SI 74 l.'- .r Texas El l'as° 69
FAR WEST
Fresno St 75 Man,
Fullertor St 9:
(71.5ric St 7:
N5ii Reno 92 4.011.-

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

CCMS beats S. Marshall twice

CCHS frosh
defeat MHS
boys 51-28

Play
Golf
Lurs Like A Pro!

Mtitray Store & Lock
641 North
Anything That Needs Storing
753-1492
Managed By Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

Have your golf clubs
custom fitted and built by
Golf professionals trained
and certified by-the P.G.A.
Call for an appointment.
Murray Country Club
753-9430 or 753-4004

Merry Christmas
Happy New Year

As )965 comes to a close the Associates of ROBERTS RE ALT' %fluid like
to take this means of saying "thank you- for a most successful year. During
1965 oyer
in property has been sold through ROBERTS RE ALT1.
ROBERTS REALT1 takes pride in their moral and ethical conduct %ith
real estate transactions. They are the oldest arthe real estate Agency in
...(4floyvay..1;muity and can.thereforeleaskotheingthe most experiencecL(1nm
again. Anna Requarth. Broker. and Sales Associates Prentice Dunn Vicki
Todd, Theresa Knight. Don Blalock. Joe Kennon. Bob Haley and Has Dodd
say THANK 1()I- C. ALLOS Al (101 NT1...

12.000m00

Roberts Realty
414 S. 1216

Alervily, Ky.
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Students are
participants
in project on
stock market'

•
Students in Cyndi Cohoon's 7th grade social studies class at Murray Middle
School are pictured above participating in "The Stock Market Game."
Clockwise from top center are Jon Wilson. Chris Weatherly, Jeremy
Speight. Stephanie Vanover, Beth Wilson, and Leigh Stickler.

Calloway County Middle School students are pictured above with the craft
items they recently donated to the Spouse Abuse booth at the Christmas
illage. From left are Robin Meador. Amy Fulton, Teacher Pete O'Rourke,
Tammy Usher, Julie Tucker, Will Genry, Beth Haley, Michael Lax, Amy
Haskins and David Robinson, who is a member of the Spouse Abuse Advisory Board.

CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

1

1 .Legal

ORDINANCE NO. 85-817
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING PROCUREMENT CODE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION
OF THE MURRAY BRIGGS & STRATTON
INDUSTRIAL PROJECT AND ALL OTHER
COMMUNITY DEVEL9PMENT BLOCK
GRANT FUNDS
WHEREAS,the City of Murray,from time
to time, receives Community Development
Block Grants and other industrial funds for
the use and benefit of developing and improving the local economy, and
WHEREAS, the Department of Local
Government requires that all such funds administered by the City of Murray be administered pursuant to the procurement
policy as required by OMB Circular A-102, and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY that the procurement code as set forth in OMB Circular A-102
as attached hereto and made a part hereof the
same as if written herein in full be and hereby
is adopted by the City of Murray, Kentucky,
for the purpose of administering the Murray
Briggs & Stratton Industrial Project and all
other Community Development Block Grants.
ADOPTED ON THE FIRST READING ON
THE 26TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1985.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING
ON THE 12TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1985.
HOLMES ELLIS, MAYOR
ATTEST:
JO CRASS, CLERK

Seventh grade
students at Murray Middle School are watching
Wall Street Week rather
than Hill Street Blues.
The students are participating in "The Stock
Market Game." a nationwide project that
combines money
management, math,
and fun into a learning
experience.
In October, students
in two of Cyndi Cohoon's
social studies classes
were divided into
groups. Each group was
given $100,000 (on
paper) to invest in any
stocks in the New York
or American Stock
Exchange.
Each week students
select the stocks they
want to buy and sell during the coming week.
They keep track of the
money they've earned
— and lost!
Last week seventh
grader Beth Wilson was
excited because Damon
Corporation stock was
up two points on 2
Notice
Monday.
"Since we have 500
Beautiful Natural
shares, each point the
market goes Up is worth
Christnias Roping
Ja lot to us," she said.
White Pine
"One week we lost a
$1.50 a yd.
lot of money because all
Western Cedar
our stocks went down."
$3.50 a yd.
she added. -It was a
bullish — no, a bearish
'
"
1 11
10
market."
Teammate Stephanie
Hoffm
1 an's
Vanover said the team
94E.759-4512
had also invested in the
Waste Management
Company in Nashville.
"Their stock has been
going up because of a lot
We Rent
of the smaller comHeaters
panies in Nashville are
going out of business."
she explained.
The two teams at
Murray Rental
Murray Middle School
& Sales
are competing against
200 E. Main
each other — and also
(Cont'd on page 18)

-1, HARi."
7E57.. HOW `C.)U
EVER 6E7 AN 'A'?

I FASS. TE5-5 THE
OLD-FASHIONED WAY...

2

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
509 N. 7th
753-9280
Fruit and juice baskets,
balloon arrangements
and decorating. cakes,
Wilton supplies, rent-aclown, gorilla-grams

Last Minute
Gifts
Bike plates,
license plates,
t-shirts &
sweatshirts.
With lettering
and transfers

Faye's
514 Main
753-7743
Still taking
monograms for
Christmas
CALL or see Peggy at
Peggy's Place- Dixie-

Notice

2

land Shopping Center
for Catering or private
parties. Peggy's
specialties are cakes.
pies, home baked
breads, etc. Call early
to get your Christmas
orders in. She will also
fix party trays for your
at home parties. Also,
bring the children by.to
sign up for free Cabbage Patch doll for girls
and free fire truck for
boys to be given away
Christmas Eve.
753-3604.

PHOTO
ENLARGING
5x7 Only $ 1 75
8x10 Only 5395
Up To Poster Size
20x28
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

PROCESSING
With Individual
And Personal
At

Wicker Sole
up to 60% OH
beginning 12 noon
Sat.. Dec. 14
until Christmas
at Uncle Jeffs

ONE HOUR PHOTO

753-8201

David Robinson of the Spouse Abuse Advisory Board speaks to the social
studies classes of Pete O'Rourke and Pat Seiber at Calloway County Middle
School.

2 .Notice

LaDora. Perms individually. formulated.
753-065S or 753.0641
10a.m.-5p.m.. closed
Sat

103 S 3,1
Downtown Murray
753 3621

Two
1970 Cutlass
1-2 Door 1-4 Door

7

Both cars would
Make one nice car. Es,
cellent project for a
vocational student
$675 FIRM

2 door, tilt. t-tops,
velour interior, auto in
floor, new Goodyear
Eagle St's, low mileage.
garage kept. 22 mpg,
maroon with half white
vinyl top Must see to
appreciate.

...GO FAR ,
ITS THE
ONLY THING
I DON'T WANT

1970 Monte Carlo
door,
2
new
Goodyear Eagle St's,
good work car, good
gas mileage. $575.

Call 753-0653
after 6:00 p.m.
SERIOUS
INQUIRIES
ONLY PLEASE

"Igor! Get that Waltman doll out of his face! ...
Boy, sometimes you really are bizarre."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
carol
40 Remained
erect

ACROSS

I HAVE A FEELING THE
RECRUITING OFFICE IG
OVERSELLING
THEM

1 Possesses
4 Buckets
9 Guido's high
note
12 Japanese
sash
13 Final
statement of
account
14 Gratuity
15 Turkic
tribesman
17 Manage
19 Academic
subjects
21 Diocese
22 Exerts to the
utmost
25 Hinder
29 Babylonian
deity
30 Jumps
32 Wife of Jacob
33 Indisposed
35 Overflow
37 Epoch
38 Christmas
1

2

BUG
A

42 Note of scale
43 Go in
45 Tales
47 Capuchin
monkey
49 Nickname for
Stanley
50 Hold chair of
authority
54 Pitchers
57 Belonging to
that woman
58 Farther down
60 Tear
61 Comparative
ending
62 Winter
vehicles
63 Chinese
pagoda
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TAA
A
STY

Illuminated
Simian
Sea in Asia
Walk
unsteadily
20 Breaks
suddenly
22 River in
France
23 Claw
24 Part of
fireplace. pl.
26 Afternoon
social
27 King of birds
28 American
ostriches
31 Narrow
openings
34 Permit
36 Plunderers
39 Smaller
amount
41 Attract
44 Shore birds
46 Indolent
48 Object of
admiration
50 Greek letter
51 Female ruff
52 Transgress
53. Female sheep
55 Inlet
56 Health resort
59 Revised
abbr
10
11
16
18

IdUUUU

is

A

horse
9 Sched. abbr.
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0
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SC
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A
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3 Hindu guitar
4 Social
gatherings
5 Gold symbol
6 Wedding
words
7 Facial feature
8 Spirited

1 Torrid
2 Arabian
garment
6
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BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER
Hos
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

$29"
Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-601

MONEY TO LEND
'25-'300
No credit cheek. Call
Paris, ask for Shirley.

901-644-9999.
TIL
CHRISTMAS
Hand crafted doll cribs,
wood duck planters,
gift towels, much much
more. 104 S. 9th St.

Ed Thomason
Sanitation
Service
Wishes all his
customers a
Merry Christmas
& A Happy New
Year.
INTRODUCING PAM.1
HUT specializing
. CAKE
in —decorated cakes for
all occasions. We put
that little extra effort

int6 our cakes which
makes them something
to remember. So,_ the
next time you need a
cake that you would like
to be remembered for
just call us at 759-4492
Open Mon.-Fri
8a.m.-3p m. Located at
410 Main St. After 3p.m.
and weekends call 4374455. We promise you'll
be glad you called

COSMETOLOGY , by

`1/00 RE uJEIRC
MARCiEl.

FM HOUSECLEANING TODAW,
GARFIELD. SO THROW OUT ALL
YOUR USELESS STUFF, OKAY

Notice

inside

CRASS
FURNITURE

4 1976 Cutlass
Salon
WHAT Y WORKING
AREYOUj
ON MY
DOING ") CARI6TMAS
LIST

2

93

Murray
Christmas
Sweatshirts
Buttons

Faye's
514 Main
753-7743

12 Months
Interest Free
Financing
Goodyear
Passenger Tires;
Magnavox T.V.'s,
Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR
753-0595

Jane's
Tanfastic
Tan
1 mile on
121 South
Give a Tan for
Christmas
Great Specials.
Call 753-6649
Jane McCuiston
5. Lost and Found
LOST a 10 month old
white male setter. Wearing brown nylon collar.
no tags. vicinity Johnson
Blvd. Phone 753-1490
LOST Beatle Hound
with black backand
white breast Lost at
Shilo, Ky. Wearing no
collar. If found call
753-1996, if no answer
there call 753-6387 Owner John Clements,

Almo. Ky. Rt. 1.
LOST gold chain with
Charm holder and
charms. Call 753-5971.
6 Help Wanted
CONTINUED Care Home
Health care needs registered nurse Need re.
sume. Call 753-1434 for
information.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment
No experience, no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope. Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd . Ft
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
EXCELLENT income
for part time home
assembly work For
info call 504-641.8001
Ext. 9947.
American Republic
Insurance Company
Licensed
Needs
Sales People. Phone
(502) 554-2217
Mon.-Fri., 8:30 tN
11:00.

F
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CLASSIFIEDS
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Help Wanted

GRILL COOK
Must be able to
work quickly &
correctly in a high
volume area with
verbal grill orders.
Apply at Personnel
Services, Murray
State University,
E0E/MF.
FEDERAL, Stale and
Civil Jobs now available
In your area. Call 1-615.
565-1630 for info. 24 hours.
SECRETARIAL position
available. Must possess
basic office skills.
Typing. Shorthand with
experience in handling
phone calls and the personality to communicate
with firm's clients. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040D, Murray Ky.
TYPIST- $500 weeklye at
home! Information.
William Norman. 116
Indian Oak. Dept. D.
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
TRUCK Drivers! Drive
with Pride! Excellent
equipment & benefits.
Apply in person. Poole
Truck Line. Crestline
Dr., Henderson, Ky.
EOE

6

Help Wanted

MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIST.
Immediate openings for
MT in hospital lab, full
time position, salary
commensurate with
experience. Contact
Personnel Director.
Community Hospital,
206 West South St.,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066,
247-5211
9. Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED. dependable, with excellent references wants
general cleaning 1 or 2
days a week. 759-1181.
I will stay with elderly.
Call for information days
753-4590.
MR. Emp oyerITCm a
disabled American
veteran- also having my
next "two" brothers
killed in Vietnam. In a
21/2 year period I "have
not" received any job
referrals from The
Dept. of Human Resources Manpower
Service in Murray,
although I have asked
for their help. To me
this seems to be an
ineffective
method of
running a dept. that we
pay taxes for! I have an
extensive background
in purchasing & manufacturing. I am bondable, dependable &
knowledgeable- I will
consider anything related or un-related
Resume furnished upon
request- 345-2036.
WILL do house cleaning, experienced, dependable, references.
Call 753-6043.

16. Home Furnishings
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
19. Farm Equipment
ATTENTION Farmers
900x20 truck tires. $20 to
$75 each. Located at
Taylor Bus Sales, Hwy
641 South. Call 753-9251.
20. Sports Equipment
SEARS Dune Cart 2 years
old. 5.0 hp, Briggs and
Stratton engine. stored
inside. Seat belts added.
Call 753-6318.
22. Musical
RECORDING studio 8
track, all professional.
Sculley Neuman, McIntosh, Altec, Crown Etc.
Some new. Cost $53,000,
sacrifice $10,500. Phone
606-324-8812.

24. Miscellaneous
SANTA suit rentals.
Call 759-4073.
SEASONED firewoodoak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SEASONED oak &
hickory firewood delivered. All tree trimming & removing. Call
753-5476.
TREV-IFFThe=e. Rubber truck bed mats. Fit:
S-10, Ranger. Mazda,
Toyota, El Camino,
Nissan. Also, full size
Fords & full size
Chevys. Until Christmas. $55. See Stokes
Tractor, Industrial Rd.
753-1319.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.
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38._ Pets-Supplies
AgGISTERED purebred
Arabian colt and filly
sired by 1985 National
Top Ten Competitive
Trail Horse. Proven halter and performance
bloodlines. Terms
available or might trade
for horse trailor. Ron and
Connie Talent 1-502-753REGISTERED beagle
puppies for Christmas.
Call 753-4109.
3TI.JD service for toy
poodles, red & silver.
Also, stud service for
chihuahuas. Call 4362901.
CHIHUAHUA puppy 7
weeks
old
AKC
registered. Black female
$50. 502-436-2901
AKC Toy Poodle puppies
753-0904

PEG'S Dog Parlor all
breed dog grooming. For
BALDWIN
Organ 25. Business Services
753-2915.
synths-swinger 1100 with ALL types commerical 'Peggy
Peggy Gardner Hwy.
entertainment II and Construction. Pre- 94E 2 miles from
town.
beginner music.$950 Call engineered metal;
masonary or wood SMALL AKC registered
753-2880
buildings. We furnish Yorkshire terrier pupPIANOS, organs, new, blueprints
approved by pies. Great Christmas
used. Baldwin. Wurlit- the Ky State
Building In- gifts. 753-5865 or 753-5108
zer. Hammond. Fan- spectors. Emerson
Contastic savings. Friday. struction Co
Inc, General AKC Chihuahuas pupSaturday to 8p.m. Contractors.
P.O. Box pies and adults. Long &
Lonardo Piano Co. next 130, Paris Tn.
to JC Penney, day or nighL90138242. Call short hair. Males and
-644-9840. females. 901-782-3268
Paris,TN.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale

46

Homes for Sale
FIRST EXCLUSIVE offe&Ing
LOG
home.
Beautiful Rustic Log
Homes.
Factory
assembled,
assures
quality. Custom designed
to fit your needs. Factory
guaranteed.
EXCLUSIVE MORTGAGE
ASSISTANCE PLAN. Offer made possible by
America's No. 1 log
home company. Selected
local families will be invited to participate in a
program which can provide the owner not only a
nationally recognized log
home, but also an opportunity to earn substantial
Income while enjoying a
quality home. The income should easiliy
cover
mortgage
payments. Many of our
customers have paid off
their homes in less than
five years. If you have
ever considered living in
a high quality log home
offered by one of the nation's leading log home
manufacturers you owe
it to yourself to investigate Yesteryear
Log Homes' mortgage
assistance plan. Requirement: Ability to purchase a minimum $15,000
log home. LIMITED OFFERING! Call Mr.
North COLLECT for an
application
(704)
932-0137. Yesteryear Log
Homes, Inc.. P.O. Box
1046. Mooresville, NC
28115

49

Used Cars

NICE 1979 Cutlass V-8,
sew white letter tires.
factory wheels.'Excellent
condition Call 753-0872
50. Used Trucks
1972 VW Van, lots of
new parts. 79,000 miles.
Call 474-2325.
1973 CHEVROLET
Cheyene, p.s., p.b , ac,
sliding back glass, good
tires, $1700. Call 7535030 after 5p.m.
1976 CHEVY pickup.
PS,PB, air. tilt. $1,850.
Call 753-2916.
1976 CHEYENNE pickup
SWB, rails and Louvers.
Call 1-345-2636.
1976 FORD Van, $1206
or best offer. Also.
Honda 250-R 3-wheeler.
$700 or best offer. Call
492-$812
1976 JEEP CJ7, needs
motor work, 4-wheel
drive unit & transmission in excellent condition, no top. Call after
5p.m. ask for Chris
436-2289.
1980 TOYOTA 4-wheel
drive, short wheel base.
AM-FM radio, sliding
back window with topper, new tires with
chrome wheels
753-3496.
5 1

53. Services Offered
r•AINTING n Paper
hanging. commerical or
residential. Free estimates. References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
ROOFING. Plumbing,
Concrete work, Additions. Painting.
General Carpentry.
P A. Molony Co
753 - 8628 . Free
Estimates.
EIVING Machine Repair. All makes and
models Home gi Industrail. and bag closing machines. Also
scissor sharpning 40
yrs. experience All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill. 753-2674.
Stella. Ky.

Campers

18 kij FT. Smokey self
contained
camper
trailer. $1000.00 753-8965

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Barn Posts
*Fence
Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

53. Services Offered
J L McKnight' Sr Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber Call 753-7528
S T !' %I
R F: M ()V A I.
SERVICE Mechanically
removed 10 inches below
the surface no damage to
surrounding lawn Larry
Wood 753-0211 or 1-443
8682
TREES trimmed or
removed Also. yard
Experienced
work
Free estimates Call
436-2690
WET BASEMENT" We
make wet basements
dry Work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Pa 2 Box
4 09A. Paducah
Kv
42001 or call 1-442-79:26.
WILL haul white rock
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand coal
dirt, gravel, fill sand
call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Install new septic
systems, repair on
old systems. 30
yrs. experience.
Licensed by State
Health
Dept
753-9224.

24. Miscellaneous
41. Public Sales
Industrial Drive
50% OFF!!! Flashing ar- MOBILE home for rent
Murray, KY
53. Services Offered
row sign $269. Lighted, near Crappie Hollow.
Phone
759-1099
non-arrow
$249. .$150 per month plus
ALL type masonry
Unlighted $199.(Free let- deposit. Call Linsey
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways.
ters!) See locally. Also Beane 436-2582
sidewalks, patios, house
window, sidewalk sign
10x50 MOBILE Home.
WILL do setting with
Indoor Outdoor
foundations, new
47
sale! Call 0-502-842-3332, front & back
Motorc
ycles
deck, unelderly. Experienced.
chimneys or chimney
collect (8001-628-2828 ext. derpinned, fully carAll Week
1985 SUZUKI GS 550 LP'. repair. 25 years
753-11916
expeted. ready to move.
excellen
t
condition. 9000 perien'ce. Free esa.m.8
8
p.m.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Nice
rental
miles.
lot
$1,200.
$2000. Call 474- timates. Call Charles
Call
1 1 . Instruction
POLE BUILDING - 753-0467.
41
8055.
/
2
miles
R. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
on
Barnett
753-5476.
completely 12x50 TRAILER.
HELICOPTER flight 24x40'
1
BR
APPLI
1986
1.0 LI
ANCE
•
Hwy. 94 East
HONDA Big Red
training private pilot erected $3650 12'x8' end with 18x20 add-on BR
5) AR',
Three Wheeler with SERVICE. Kenmore
package. $4,450.00 (no slider and entrance door deck, tie downs. underGifts, salvage,
f
SOLID
XVI
West
RIF
ingh
NI
WOOD
ouse.
CABINETS & •
Reverse. 3 prionths old.
previous training re- included. Other sizes pinning. Call 753-4178.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
plain old junk.
Whirlpool. 23 years
$1500.00 753-8965
Bath • Oak • Wakaii • Chonv •
quired). Training to be available. Financing 1981 VENTURE 14x52
experience. Parts and
qUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCAS
ES •
conducted at your air- available.
BLITZ mobile home, excellent
service. Bobby Hopper,
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
49. Used Cars
BUILDERS,
port. 1-606-498-4652.
INC. condition. Underpin- 4 3 . Real
Bob's Appliance Ser- g CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITUR
E
REFINISH
Estate
ING
ning, tie-downs, like
1-800-792-3498.
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & Soo O..r
vice, 202 S. 5th St ▪
Dloplay
new carpeting, 2 BR, GOVERMENT homes 1977 LTD Landau 2 dr., Business 753-4872, 43614. Want to Buy
•
nice
car,
86,000
miles, 5848 (home).
WHY
WAIT? $8.46 washer-dryer hook-up. from $1 (LI repair). also.
•
1212
Main
Murray
, Ky. 753-5940 •
WANT to buy raw furs *weekly
9. Situation Wanted
well equipped. $1800.
$9600.
Call
753-5086
delinque
after
nt
or
tax
$795
property
•
•
•
.
cash
••e ••••••••••••iv•
APPLIANCE REPAIR
McClellan Furs
5:30p.m.
Call 805-687-6000 Ext GH- 753-0337 after 5 p.m.
Factoty authorized for
Stanley Owen Mc- buys QUALITY TV
8155
for
informat
ion.
DISH 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Clellan, Pulaski, Ill. SATELLITE
GRAND Prix. Best Tappan. Kelvinator and
REAL estate home 1971
Brown. Service on gas
SYSTEM. COMPARE!
618-342-6316.
offer 492-8792
study
2
OR
courses covering
3 BR. furnished,
is participating
and electric ranges.
WANT to buy lot or small Includes installation.
(buyin
AC/natu
g, no money 1977 FORD LTD 4 door. microwaves, disral gas. Shady
in a new program entitlKentucky Central Insurance Companies
acreage within 10 miles of (*with approved credit).
down, equity sharing. P/S. P/B,air, new radial h washers. reOaks 753-5209.
Town, also would like to Call 502-563-9059.
ed the MSU Dislocated
OFFERING
govt. loans, etc.) up to tires. $1,500 Call 489-2425 frigerators. etc. Earl
buy used refrigerator or
Automobile
29. Heating and Cooling
Workers Project. This
Guaranteed Issue
75% savings. Call 1-376Lovett, 354-6956 or 753stove. Call 753-2887 after 6 ANTIQUES for
Homeowners
5646.
project Is jointly sponSenior Citizens
Christmas. Golden oak
1978 MALIBU 4 door, 5341.
Pm
Fire
pool table with all Save those heating
Cancer
1980 Chevette 4 door. PENCE sales at Sears
sored by MSU and the
45.
Farms
dollars!
Insulati
for
on,
Sale
pipe
Life
accessories:- perfect
15. Articles for Sale
now. Call Sears 753-2310
IRA's
753-6973
Kentucky Cabinet for
wrap,
caulkin
g, 35 ACRE tract which
restored condition.
for free estimate for
Term
Human
Resources.
ASHLEY fireplace in- $1500. Walnut
For
Free
Analysis
weather
quotes
&
stripping. In includes 30 acres of FOR SALE 1981 Chevy your needs.
upright
Universal Life
sert, almost new $375. Columbia
Designed to assist
wind-up re- stock at Mid-South highly productive farm Luv 4 wheel drive. A/C. 6ENERAL HOME
Storm
door
115 S. 13th
for
glass cord player. Perfect Wholesale Building; 342 land plus lovely 5 acre $5,200 or trade. 436-2240 REPAIR. 15 years excitizens of west KenCall
sliding door $50, 50ft. TV condition with lots of old East Washington; Paris; tract with stocked pond,
tucky who, through no
perienc
e.
Carpent
Murray, Ky.
ry,
1975 MG, neva top. excelDr. Tom Hopkin
tower, antenna and records, $185. Oak 901-642-2552.
tobacco barn, orchard &
concrete, plumbing,
fault of their own are out
42071
condition
lent
.
Call
753rotary. Call 489-2704 after treadle sewing
several large oak trees.
(502)753-6202
roofing, siding. NO JOB
6660
of work. This is a Title III
machine, beautiful 30. Business
Beautifu
6 p.m.
building
l
TO
site.
SMALL.
Free
esRentals
JTPA Federally funded
shape. $100. Old wooden
Located only 2 miles 1976 DATSUN, 30 mpg.. timates. Days 753-6973.
A SHARP VCR brand childs sled, $75. 100 yr. 4 CAR shop with paved north of town. Phone good mechanical. First nights 474-2276.
program.
new, must sell. $275.00 old one horse open front, located on 4th St. Kopperud Realty 753- $700 buys. Call 753-7419 GOPTERING by
The University has an
Sears.
after 5p.m
sleigh, excellent condi- 753-4509 or 759-4909.
1222.
436-2668
Call
Sears continuous gutopportunity to work with
1977 280-Z. good condition. $650. Walnut Vic- SMALL
farm.
Lynn
ters installed for your
Grove
commercial
participants, screen parFiberglass Panels - torian reupholstered
tion. 44,000 miles, 1
building on college cam- area. Hwy. 94 west. 3 owner, automatic with specifications. Call
Great
ticipants, assess parfor couch, $1100. Several pus.
BR
remodel
ed
house. 4
Sears 753-2310 for free
Call 753-2967
underpinning-8'-$4.75; other antiques too
large outbuildings with air conditioner. Days estimate.
ticipants, and make
753-3415. 753-7123 after
numerou
s
10'45.85
to
list.
1246.95
;
Call
.
foundati
Midon
&
electricknowledgeable deciHENDON mini storage
32. Apts for Rent
South
ity. 4.6 acres, small 6p.m.
Wholesale 753-1222 days or 753-6620
self storage units, bussions about who, from
1 & 2 BR apt near woods, new pasture, 1977 CUTLASS Call 753- iness or - personal
Building; 342 East evenings.
use. 24
the program, would be
1820.
Washington;
hour easy access.
Paris; ROOKS for sale: Great downtown Murray. price $36,500. Call 435Adults
Books
of
the better referrals for
only.
the
4289
Call
Western
after
7535p.m.
lights, assorted sizes.
901-642-2552.
World'. Private Library 4109. 762-6650, or 436- weekdays- anytime
jobs in the area.
753-7618.
PARIS, TENNESSEE
Edition
2844.
.
54
weekend
volume
s.
1
Lease
s
A
GET READY for winter!
Advantages of the
INSULATION blown in
Sale will be on the form 8' miles east
with
book
case.
2
BR
Also
duplex. 1 bath,
10
Standard size storm
by Sears. TVA 'ap1986 Audi 4000
program
from
an
of Paris. TN; follow Hwy. 79E toward Paris
volume set 'Gateway to kitchen, den, storage 46. Homes for Sale
proved. Save on those
windows421.25. Storm
4 door, automatic
employers view: Onthe Great Books', with area. W/D hookup. PRICE reduced on
Landing 5 miles and turn south onto
high heating and coolthis 3
doors-$49.95 and up. Mid. rack. and
10 volume set Call 753-9240.
The-Job Training-The
sedan with sun
blacktop at ABC Discount. Go 3' 2 miles to
bedroom brick-VA i FHA
ing bills. Call Sears
SouthWholesale 'The Great Ideas ProFURNISHED, extra terms. Great rotrn with
program will pay 50% of
roof, cassette, 753-2310 for free farm on right.
Building; 342 East gram'. All in excellent nice,
large. 3 room apt.,
estimate.
employees wages while
metallic paint for
Washington;
Paris; condition. 24 7-4 554 near hospital & Un- stovafincluded. Low 40's
FARMING EQUIPMENT Ask for Bob 753-1492
in training, some par(days) 247- 6 7 5 3 iversity. Couple or
901-642-2552.
268.82
per
grad
SELLING ON ABSOLUTE BASIS
John Lane Back Hoe
(evenings i, Mayfield.
ticipants qualify for Tax
student preferred. Heat Century 2.1 Loretta Jobs
WATERBED queen size
month
, 60 month
Gleanor F2 Combine, 78 Md; A C 7000
CAMOFLAUGE
Realtors
Service installs and
Credit.
w/headboard and heater pants and shirts. Army & water furnished. No
closed end lease
•••
Tractor
Herman pets or children. Priv- LOG HOMES
, 77 Md, Cab, 3,019 hr; J D 1020 Tracrepairs septic tanks.
. Over 40
plus 2 sets of sheets. survivers Jerry's
Sport- ate. 753-3415 or 753-8756.
through
tor,68 MD; Kelly Front Loader; Gehl Mix All
standard models. FREE
Male-has carpentry ex489-2275
Also
pump
tanks
ing Goods, 6th and NOW renting 1 & 2
BR
December
w /Electronic Scales, Md95; GMC V-8 2 Ton
31,
perience in home
GE wired remote VCR. Walnut. Mayfield Ky. 1- apartments. Call 753- BROCHURE. HONEST
Licensed by the
Truck w /Grain Bed & Hoist; New Holland
ABE LOG HOMES.
1985.
247-4704.
Call 753-1363.
building
and
3530 after 4p.m.
Health Dept. You've
273 Baler; Hale 12' Stock Trailer; Allis
USED hide-a-bed, like CAR batteries. 60 ONE BR apartment. Route One. Box 84CK.
woodworking.
called the rest, now
new. $175. Call 753-2753 or month guarantee. electric heat and air. Moss, Tennessee 38575.
Chalmer Air Planter, 6 Row; New Holland
C-1
Series 24, 24-F & 74- Shower and tub. Living (8001-231-3695.
753-2922.
call the best.
•••
Hay Rake; Kewanee Roller Harrow;
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft. $29.99. Series 27 & 27-F- room. kitchen. 918 N 16th.
753-8669
Mayrath 6" Auger (54'); AC Chisel Plow;
BRICK
BR
3
2 bath
Female-wants job In acrefrigerator with tex- $32.99. Wallin Hard- $135 mo. $135 deposit. Call
800 Chestnut
home with full baseSidewinder Rotary Mower.6';(12) Pride of
counting. Has 10 years
tured steel door, only ware. Paris. Tn.
753-4560.
Murray, Ky.
ment plus this areas
JOINER'S complete
Farm Farrowing Crates;(2) Feed Bins (Pax);
$8.00 per week. Rudolph CLEARANCE sale. TAKING applications
experience with payroll
tree service, 32 yrs.
Wood heater with for Section 8. Rent largest private indoor
Goodyear 753-0595.
Chore Time Bulk Bin Feed System, 40
bank reconciliations,
horseback riding arena
experience. Also.
thermo
stat,
deluxe
WHIRLPOOL heavy
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 with 15 stalls
Numerous Hog Feeders & Equipment; Em stumps
and general office work.
duty washer with 4 cabinet, has lift-up cook BR. Apply Hilldale room. Situated & tack 1978 TOYOTA Celica remove mechanically
Be* 300 Gallon Milk Tank & Milking Equipd 10" below
on 91,2
3 years experience as
surface
top,
25"
brick
cycles, only $6.00 per
Apts.. Hardin, Ky. acres. Ideal for
horse Hatchback, one owner. surface. Call 753-0366
ment: Misc.
general ledger analyst.
week. Rudolph lined fire box, cast iron E qual Housing boardi
ng & riding with all service records. L EE'S CARPET
grates
indoors,
supply
Goodyear, 753-0595.
2pportunity.
mpg,
30
super
condition
C-2
.
lesson
s. The total
CLEANING. For all
MANY MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
limited, $199.99. Wallin THREE
•••
bedroom, two package offered at $69, Call 753-1299.
your carpet & upholst16. Home Furnishings
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
bedroom and one bed- 000 through Kopperud 1979 CHRYSLER, New ery cleaning
Alfalfa Hoy (1,200 Bales)
Male-14 years ex. For a free
Christmas is almost FOR sale- computer, room Apts. Lease and Realty. Phone 7534222.
Yorker. 2 tone gray, estimate call 753-5827
perience in managehere! Check our stock of TRS-80 Model III with deposit. Adults only, no BY owner. Brick home loaded Call 436-5692 after Satisfied references.
FURNITURE - SELL FIRST
dust covers, recorder. pets. 753-9208 after 4 pm.
ment and production of
vanities, marble tops,
Lynnwood Estates. 3 5 pm.
LICENSED Electrician
High Poster Walnut Bed; Dining Room
and some software.
high tech In (computer)
and kitchen cabinets. $50(1.00.
FURNISHED apts. Effi- BR. 14 bath, family 1985 BLACK Trans AM. for residential and
Suit.; Walnut Record Cabinet; Bedroom
Call 753-5971.
room, utility room, excellent condition. Call commercial. Heating
quality assurance. SeekMid-South Wholesale LLTDWI
G snare drum, ciency apt. Adults only. large kitchen
Suite; Bunk Beds; Magic Heat Wood Burn753-6260. 759-4905 or 401 and air condition, gas
&
living
Building; 342 East excellent conditi
ing
comparable
on, no pets. Zimmerman
ing Stove.
S. 12th .& Mulberry St.
installation and repair
Washington;
Paris; used little, $150. Call Apts. South 16th St. room. Fenced in yard
employment.
deck.
TVA
OWNER
insulati
1
.
Fleeton.
198S
Phone
753-7203.
901-642-2552.
753-4783 after 5p.m.
753-6609
C-3
wood stove, central air. wood Brougham De
CONSIGNED ITEMS •••
MUST sell New Cham$44,000. Call 753-6098 or Elegance Cadillac,
SELLING ON ABSOLUTE BASIS
Just
in
time
for berlain garage door UPSTAIRS apt. 2 bd.. 753-9786.
loaded, includes moon
Male-seeking industrial
A C 7040 Tractor, 77 Md; A C 2600 Center
Christmas! Lots of new opener, 1/2 h.p. won water furnished, deposit
roof. 7.000 miles. Also.
work, experience in
Fold Disc, 19'6"; Ford 210 Cutting Disc;
and used furniture, in contest). List $180.00 required. Call after 6, ENJOY beautiful Lake
AC
view from this 4 Br. 2 1985 Corvette. loaded.
assembly,
forklift
lamps and crafts. Mid- will sell for $125.00. Call 753-0087
200 Tractor w /Cab, 74 Md; A C Wheel
Aluminum end vinyl
bath brick home in 7.000 miles. Call 753-4509
Disc;
435-4390.
South
operator, trailer switsiding.
Custom trim
New Idea Hay Sine (2 yr old): Gleano
Wholesale
2 BR. DUPLEX 1300 :Panorama Shores. 2 or 759-4909.
r E
work. References.
Building. 342 East NEW singer 3 arm Peggy Ann. 1 br.
ching, receiving clerk,
kitchens, fireplace in
Combine, 68 Md; A C Hay Baler; Popec
duples
sewin
g machine.
Cell Will Ed Salley.
Washington;
den
Unbeliev
able
low
Paris;
chemical operator.
Silage Blower; New Holland 353 Grinder
$139.95- 1 only. For 414 South 10th Murray. price. 535.000, owner
901-642-2552.
733-0489
C-4
Mixer (Used 60 days); Winpower Altermore information 354- 492-8225
says
make
Lease
offer,
1986
A
Con• • •
NEED work on your
nator; M F 540 Combine; Ford 8600 Tractor
tact Kopperud Realty
bedroom 6521 ask for Martha 34. Houses for Rent
;
Audi 5000-S
trees' Topping, prunset, solid cherry bed, Hopper.
Phone 71124471
753-1222.
Stock Trailer; Ford 542 Baler.
4 door automatic ing. shaping. complete
time live in SMALL 2 br. house near I-10USE for sale to settle
oak chest of drawers.
between
removal and more. Call
oak dresser with housekeeper to care for university, also 2 br estate. 3 BR on 2 acre
e.m.-4:30 p.m.
Call for detailed brochure.
sedan with •lecROVER'S TREE
Mon. through Fri.
mirror. Call anytime my home and 3 -eiemen- house near downtown. lot on Hwy. 80. 1 mile
tric
sun
roof,
SERVI
CE
for
Protary age children. Re- $225.00
759-1033. 759-9953.
Call 753-6429 after west of 68 and 80
For further information contact:
cassette, metallic fessional tree care_
ferences required. Gottjunction. 474-2708
4:00 p.m.
753-0338
a g e Grove Tn
paint
OWNER
and
other ODD job special
moving must
TWO BR furnished cott
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
901-782-3442
ist.
sell. Buy now for $29.500
standard equip- ceiling fans, electrical,
age including heat, light
WE
servt,ce
makes
all
of
Gold extra
cute
Silver
country
home
plumbing. fencing. You
ment features for
sewing machines and and water. $360 month, with 6 acres 5 miles East
Closed
Closed
name it. , I do it. You
vacuum cleaners at re- Couples only. Contact Bill of Murray. 2 bedroom
$306.
07
per
mARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer CAI
Yesterday 317 50
buy, I install. You
Yesterday
5.78
asonable rates For more Hooper 471-8095. Kenlake with office. stovbe, dis•
month for 60 break, I fix Call 436Opened
tic. No. 67. Firm tic. No. 107
information call 354-6521 Lodge, Aurora Ky
Opened
hwasher and curtains in
month closed end '2868
ask for Martha Hopper
Today
317.60
Today
Of
.
,
cluded.
12
34 University Street
4
_Fenced
54.e:
yard
in
Martin TP4411116;"
37.
Livestock-Supplies
1111116mimmni
tNE Bit aparfinernt'
Call 753-9718.
Up
lease.
.10
Up
•
Phone 587 4244
electric
heat
and
air.
REGIS
TERED Bran- THREE bedroom. I acre
Compliment% of:
MARVIN ALEXANDER 587 4568
Shower and tub. Living gus bulls. 2 big stout 4 lot, newly decorated. of.
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
room, kitchen. 91814.14th. yr. olds. 1- 24 month-,
CHET ALEXANDER
maim
-carport
.
13 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
$135 mo. $135 deposit. Call several 8-12 month All satellite. Must see. Lynn
Auctioneer Affiliate Breit.",
753-4560
are
gentle and excellent Grove. 6 miles West of
7S3 7113
Chestnut
VV.. boy Gold. Silver S Diamond
TERRY OLIVER 364 2709
RAILROAD ties, 3 quality Also, a few Murray on Hwy 94 $42.
Free Estimates
urrey, Ky.
,+ • a: 10 6 Doily Closed Sunday
choice
females 501-598- 000. Call 435-4383 after 8
grades, V. $9 & $12. Call
759-1983
2664
753-29115 or 435-4343.
pm
LONG
DISTANCE
TRUCKING.
northAmerica Van Lines
needs owner/operators!
If you need training, we
will train you. You will
operate
your
own
tractor. It you don't have
one, northAmerica offers
a tractor -purchase prO
gram that can put you in
a new tractor for $2500
down. If you are 21 or
over and think you may
qualify, we'd like to send
you a complete information package. Call any
weekday. TOLL FREE1-800-348-2191 ASK FOR
DEPT 194

YARD
SALE

Oriunros

•

Job Watch:
msu

lopkins Insurance Agency
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Income tax rewrite still alive

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Regina F. Lucas, 64, dies Monday
Mrs. Regina Frank
Lucas, 64, of Rt. 2.
Brandenburg, died Monday at her home.
Born Oct. 3. 1921. she
was the daughter of the
late Robert Lee Frank

Mr. Atkins
dies; funeral
on Thursday

and Bertha Viola Brown
Frank.
She is survived by her
husband, Estil T.
Lucas; two daughters,
Mrs. Ruth Bedwell.
Hardin. and Mrs.
Mildred Dickens.
E lizabethtown ; three
sons, Robert S. Lucas,
Webster, and James E.
Lucas and David T.
Lucas, Brandenburg.
Also surviving are one
sister. Mrs. Mary McCarty, Royal Oak,
Mich.; three brothers,

John R. Frank and Bernard Frank, Detroit,
Mich., And Russell
Thomas Frank.
Webster; 11
grandchildren.
"Services will be
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at
Walnut Grove Baptist
Church at Lodiburg.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery.
Hager Funeral Home
of Brandenburg is in
charge of the funeral
and burial
arrangements.

Harrison's rites conducted
Services for Jessie
Harrison were Sunday
at 12:30 p.m. . in the
chapel of Hornbeak
Funeral Home, Fulton.
Dr. Mel Mason
officiated.
Pallbearers were
Kent Bivens, David
Elliott, Rodney Tidwell,
Sammy Haddad, Jim
Hicks and Chuck Harrison. Burial was in
Obion County Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Harrison, 78. of
523 Maple Ave., Fulton.

Clinton Atkins, 86, of
Hardin died Sunday at
11:12 p.m. at Bi-County
Community Hospital,
Warren, Mich. His wife.
Gladys, died in 1972.
Mr. Atkins was a
member of Hardin
Church of Christ.
Born Sept. 21. 1899, he
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
was the son of the late
Clint Atkins and Kate
Snow Atkins.
Survivors are two Industrial Average
-3.55
Goodyear
306/s + s/s
daughters. Mrs. Mary Air Products
671/. -14/8
152% +
I.B.M.
Katherine Lamorand, Apple Computer
206/4 -1/s
Jerrico
231/s -%
St. Clair Shores, Mich.. American Telephone
2,4/
1
2 unc
Kmart
37 unc
and Mrs. Virginia Kate Briggs 8, Stratton
JCPenney
/
2
28% +1
561/s -Vs
4.8% -1/2
Malone, Mt. Clemens. Chrysler
Penwalt
431/4 -1/2
Mich.; one son, Ted Cracker Darrell
Quaker Oats
14 .%
59 -1
/
2
Atkins, Hardin; one Dollar Gen. Store
Scientific-Atlanta
/4 unc
213
111/s -%
brother, Tommy Atkins. Durakon
16% -3
Sears
/41
401/4 -1
/
4
Murray; half brother. E-Z-Em Inc.
17 unc
Texaco
28 -%
Time Inc
Vernon Atkins, Ford
64% unc
581/4 -1/s
/4 -1
Forum Group
111/8 -1
U.S.Tobacco
/
2
Mayfield.
343
/
2
61% +
Wal-Mart
33 +3
Also surviving are G.A.F.
/
4
Wendy's
/s
nine grandchildren and General Motors
15/
1
2 -5
17% -1/s
GenCorp, Inc.
61/
C.E.F. Yield
1
4
13 great-grandchildren.
7.49
33/
1
2 unc
The funeral will be Goodrich
Thursday at
p.m. in
the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.
STOCKS -- MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
John Hicks will
officiate.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Burial will follow in
Green Plain Cemetery
in Calloway County.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 3
p m. Wednesday.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

died Thursday at
Parkway Regional
Hospital there.
Born July 12, 1906. in
Weakley County, he was
the son of the late
Thomas Franklin Harrison and Katy Grissom
Harrison. He was a
retired assistant
superintendent of the City of Fulton gas department and a member of
South Fulton Baptist
Church.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Essie Irene
Wade Harrison; one
daughter, Mrs. Joyce
Lawson, Fulton; one
• ion. Charles Harrison.
Kirksey; six grandchildren; one greatgrandchild; two sisters;
four brothers.

WASHINGTON ( AP)
— President Reagan's
effort to rewrite the
federal income tax, kept
alive by his high-stakes
lobbying of reluctant
Republicans, is getting
a second chance in the
House with no
assurance it can pass.
As the House struggled toward adjournment
for the year.
Democratic leaders accepted a Republican
agreement that could
lead to a final vote on
the - measure today.
Reagan promised that
at least 50 of the 182
Republicans would support the bill, and the
GOP was given some
concessions that were
little more than facesaving devices.
Treasury Secretary
James A. Baker Ill

-has told me he has a
hst available of at least
50(GOP) members who
will vote for the rule
procedures for considering the bill) and for
the bill." Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski, D-III.,
manager of the legislation, told reporters.
Reagan himself called
House Speaker Thomas
P. O'Neill to say the
Republicans had met
Democrats' conditions.
But because Republican
leaders have been so active in their opposition,
the speaker said, the
GOP might have to find
even more votes to
assure passage.
Few lawmakers were

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Part.

The House Rules
Committee cleared the
way for consideration
today of the Democratic
bill and a Republican
substitute.

Business Deductions
This year may be the
last year to get
investment tax credit
Buy now in 1985
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
S

12th St. Murray 753 2617

aIoanta
wh

Stock Market

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

willing to forecast victory for a bill that is opposed by the floor
leaders of both parties:
Democrat Jim Wright of
Texas and Republican
Robert Michel of

Joll% good u ishes to
all our dear friends...
hopeour da% is filled %, iih
happs

1984 -Chev. Celebrity
4 dr., brown, air.

$6,900

Settle-Workman's

Overbynda

Students...

HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER!

Sale Is Still In Progress with

GLASS SHELVES

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY

HEAVY-DUTY

REFRIGERATOR

AUTOMATIC WASHER

AUTOMATIC DRYER

Building for rent -- Call Fred
Workman at 753-2447 or 753-2758

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Model TBX18KG
11.7-cu, ft. capacity. 5.01 Cu ft
freezer. Adjustable glass
shelves. Energy saver switch.
Spacemaker' door holds
6-packs. Covered meat pan
Equipped for optional
icemaker

Bel-Air Decor

.10 ir4

(Cont'd from page 17)
against the 4.000
students who are participating in the program nationwide_
In Kentucky, "The
Stock Market Game" is
coordinated through the
University of Louisville,
and students report
their activities to the
university weekly.
There are 78 teams in
Kentucky, comprising
400 students. At the end
of the semester, the
teams earning the most
money will be
recognized.
"We didn't do too well
at first," said Beth,
"because we had to
learn what we were doing. But this week our
team ranks second in
the state."
Asked for a good investment, the students
recommended Singer.
"Their stock doesn't
cost a lot and it's been
going up steadily for the
past two months," said
Leisa Nesbitt.
Teacher Cyndi
Cohoon said she values
the stock market and
what causes stock
prices to rise and fall in
a real world simulation.
She said that the
seventh graders were
also receiving more formal instuction in
economics concepts in
the classroom.
She's especially appreciative of the insight
to the real economic
world given the.seventh
graders during two
visits by Betty Boston of
the First of Michigan, a
local brokerage firm.

Bel Air Shopping Center
753-4092

SPECIAL

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-3642

'59800

Model WWA8300G

Model DOE0580G

Three wash rinse temperature
selections with energy-saving
cold water rinse Two cycles
Four water level selections
Porcelain enamel finish
Unbalanced load control
system

Two cycles—permanent press
and regular timed cycle up to
130 minutes Three drying
selections—normal, low and
no heat Removable up-front
lint filter

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

$39800

'288"

im
LizLIALLL'Imiz 1"1;1;-.1;1P7zI

Christmas Specials

“;Aic,

7-CYCLE POTSCRUBBER •

30 FREE STANDING

DISHWASHER

ELECTRIC RANGE

COUNTERTOP

MICROWAVE OVEN

Byrde Crystal

25% Off

4
.

4
.

Selection of figurines
$300 & $500

Merry
hristmas
Its festive' It's bright,and
a perfect time to express
our appreciation for your
valued business Enjoy

Joe Smith's
Carpet Center
U.S. Hwy. 641 N
753-6660

Model GSD600D
Temperature Sensor System
10-year full warranty on
PermaTuf,tub and door liner
(ask for details) 2-level wash
action Energy saver drying
option

All Mirrors

50% Off

4
.
4
.

Model JBSO3F
Rotary infinite heat surface
unit controls Tilt-lock
Calrod• surface units
Removable oven door Fullwidth storage drawer

Att., ••
•
•tillaw. •

SPECIAL

Great Bargains For Christmas

35800

$

Model JET214
Word Prompting Display
provides programhung
instructions. Up to 12-Hour
Delay Start Temp Cook/Hold
maintains temperature until
CLEAR/OFF is touched Auto
Roast provides gentle cooking
of meats

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

'318°°

$298°°

14a1;liaigicL1014.14

Unfinished Furniture
Oak Tables—Corner Cabinets
Oak chairs—Desk
Wardrobe—Hutches—Deacon Bench
Jelly Cabinet Pie Safe Amorie

Service After
The Sale

Large
inventory!

Easy In-Store Complete Line
Financin • I
Of Parts,

Fast Efficient
Service

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

yr

Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy 8 John Simmons Owners

